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Andnow
for the performance

ofa lifetime!

makes our disks uniformly
smooth, lor bciierdata trans-

fer, less head wear

5- Reinforcing hub
rings. For critical applica-

tions, Verbatim disks are
available with hub rings to

aid in registration, eliminate
slippage, reduce errors,

and give you better align-

ment repeatability

6. Testing standards
that go far beyond industry
standards. Every Verbatim
disk moots or exceeds the
most demanding of IBM,
Shugart. ANSI, ECMA, and
ISO standards-becausc we
insist on Verbatim beirtg the

industry standard of

excellence.

7. A 100% Error-Free
Certification. Our certifica-

tion is noi based on random
sampling, or statistical

averaging, it is based on ex-

tensive testing of every single

disk. Therefore we can
state that our disks really are
100% error-free, and back U
up with a full one-year
warranty.

Compudala Mrtdia Systenis Ltd.

Box 3273
48 Ellito Road
Auckland
4446-085 Telex GOO44

Introducing 7 data-shield-

ing improvements from
Verbatim for greater disk
durability and longer data
life.

Improvements lo protect

your data from head-to-disk

abrasion. Improvements to

shield your data against loss

due to environmental condi-
tions. Improvements that

will deliver a longer lifetime

of trouble-free data record-

ing, storageand retrieval

than ever before possible.

i . A longer-lasting
lubricant. Our new lubricant

is more resistant to diffu-

sion, to protect against data-

destroying head-to-disk

contact.

2. An improved liner.

Our new liner cleans and
removes debris better. It

also enables more lubricant

to reach the recording head,

protecting against head
wear.

3. A thicker, more dur-

able coaling. Our disks have
a more uniform oxide coat-

ing for more adhesiveand
cohesive strength. We've
also made it thicker; provid-

ing 10% more protective

lubricant and an optimized
signal resolution for the
new recording heads.

4. Advanced polishing
techniques. Our burnishing

VERBATIM DISKS AND SUPPLIES ARE AVAILABLE
THROUGH ALL WHITCOULLS COMMERCIAL STORES
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Getting the good news out
Some readers will have received their October

copies of "BITS & BYTES" late. We apologise for
this. There will be delays with new subscribers from
time to time as we get their details into our
microcomputer addressing system.
The addresses on some subscription cards havo

not helped. They have brought home to the editors
how many duplicated place names there are in Mew
Zealand: Palmerstons, Havetocks, and Silverstreams
to name a few.

If your maga2tno has reached you by a circuitQus
route; if one of the digits in the address number is

wrong; even if we have misspelt your name or street
and it irritates you... please sendih the incorrect label
With the correc t address ma rked on it, and we' II make
the change. Postal zones would also be helpful, as
these are required m the posting of registered
publications-

Contributions still are coming in, but we want more
programs and articles for hand-held computers. lor
Sinclairs. and we'd tike to hear something from Poly
users and from enthusiasts with machines other than
those usually catered for. Programs should be
reasonably short Ithey should not take up more than
a page of the magazine!. Programs will be
reproduced directly In "BITS & BYTES", so please
make sure they are listed on white paper in strong,
black lettering. Please try to keep the lines from being
too long: this way they do not have tc be reduced so
much for reproduction.

Originality and copyright are Two important
concepts to bear in mind when submitting articles
and programs for publication anywhere. One
submitted contribution "BITS ft BYTES" will not be
using is a game filched from a recent edition of a
British microcomputer magazine. You may develop
others' progams. But make sure there is a strong
element of originality in your contribution, and in the
covering remarks mention your source. If in doubt, let

us decide whether you have developed it sufficiently.
Please keep the material cojiiiny in. Wo are

delighted to hear your comments, suggestions, and
any criticism of "BITS & BYTES". We would
welcome more letters to the editors for publishing:
others may be interested in your views on the
computer tax, on various products, on other matters.
We would welcome more inquiries from potential
contributors. We would welcome more use of our
classified advertisements, which are free to non-
commercial readers Ifor up to 20 words). We would
welcome more news about what various schools are
dorng with microcomputers, and in computer
education generally.

Finally, a special welcome to this month's guest
readership: the nation's accountants. Each rnortth

"BITS ff BYTES" sends sample introductory copies
to a selected group. This month ii is accountants.
Next month, we will be sending them to farmers, so it

you have any country friends interested, or
potentially interested in microcomputers, drop us a
line and we will put them on the mailing list.

COMING UP IN
BITS & BYTES
Farmers
Our forus is on microcomputors

•tild farming in December with <m
in-depth look ait the growing
amount of software to-enming
av .1 j I a hEe for f ,1 rm app licalion-s.

Business
John Vargo and Kerry M.trsh.ilt

continue their informative series

On selecting a small business
micro-computer and designing
business software respectively.

Beginners
More BASIC for beginners. Write

and tell us if there are any terms
you would like added lo our
glossary.

Education
Continuing our look at how

different school's are using
microcomputers.
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MICROCOMPUTERS
GALORE!

The spate of new microcomputer
releases in New Zealand shows no
signs o-f easing.

B.B.C. Microcomputer
Released in September the

cheaper model of the B.B.C. is

retailing in Mew Zealand for S1&95.

See our feature this month.

HX-20 Portable Computer
Due to be released in Mew

Zealand this month (see our preview

this issuel it will also retail around
$1600.

Panasonic JR 100
A new personal computer from

National Panasonic of Japan.
Efforts are being made to have it on
sale before Christmas at a retail

price of SB95.

The JR 100 has 16K of RAM. 8K

of ROM, a cassette interface, an
unusual keyboard with rubber keys,

each key having five shift modes
incorporating numerous graphic
symbols.

Texas Instruments 99/4A
Expected to be On sale here in

January and February for "less than
9 thousand dollars" according to
sole New Zealand distributors,

Whitcoulls.

The Tl 99/4A is to the forefront of

the 'home computer' sales boom in

the United States where its price
has dropped from $500 a year ago to
5199 today. Heavy demand in

Australia has held-up its Mew
Zealanc release but when it does 90
on sale here 1&0 plug-in program
packages (Including games! will also

be available according to
Whitcoulls.



By R. THORNTON
If you were lo walk inio the

computer room at Manurewa High
School you could be excused for

thinking that you had interrupted a
foreign language class. What with
Peeks and Pokes, Rorns and Rams,
Bits and Bytes it could almost pass
as a recipe for Kung Fu Agriculture
in pieces - but it isn't. It's the
language of the future, the
communication skill necessary to
survive the SO's and boyond. the key
to unlocking future discoveries...

well that's what everyone keeps
telling us, but is it true?

Just as the majority of people
who ririvfi mrnflr enrs rtnn't

understand how to do a valve grind
or fine tune the motor, so it is with
computers. A small percentage of

computer users become 'nuts' or

'freaks' and specialised enough lo
modify hardware or develop
software but the larger percentage
will use the computer as a
convenient, very fast, machine.

Ai Manurewa High we are aiming
to cater for all levels of pupil interest

and enthusiasm. From the whizz kid
with Arrays and For/Next loops to

the beginner learning to push the
right button, pupils are being
exposed to the technology of

Tomorrow which they are hungry to

receive. Today's young person is

the computer revolution they don't
have to adapt to it. They accept the
computer as part of their future and
are ready to use it as naturally as we
use the ballpoint pen.
The adjustments to the

technology are having to be made
by those who have missed out on
those informative space invader,

galaxian parlour teens. The
generations who had to settle for

make believe Daniel Boone and the
Lone Ranger can't hope to compete
with the realism of Buck Rogers and
the Force being with you!

Manurewa High
and the language
of the future

But does that mean a generation

gap-? I don't think so. Each
generation has something to
contribute to the other's learning

and it really is quite simple to make a
computer do the right things.... a
lot simpler than tuning a car and
slightly more difficult than turning

on the TV.
There is a danger, however, that

computer 'experts' can become
elites, separated Irom the general
mass, unable to communicate with
mere humans, saving all their

energies for their precious machine
moments..
Our computer awareness course

for all fourth formers aims to spread
computer confidence across all

abilities and to break down the
many barriers and myths associated
with computer technology, i.e. you
don't have to be mate., skinny, wear
spectacles, talk and write Japanese
before you are allowed to touch the
might beasts from computer land -

and no they don't bite or is that

byte?
Computer clubs have also been

started, using every available

moment, (the computers are in use
all day every day) to allow pupil
exploration of the computer's
capabilities and to enjoy the many
games that make learning fun
toopsll I do hope that learning is

allowed to be enjoyable... because
our pupilshavea ball!!)

At the senior level we offer Form
6 Applied Mathematics where a

course of computer related study is

undertaken so that the computers
are used ^ to assist learning and to aid

analysis in othersubject fields.

The real 'experts' at Form 7 level

use the computers within their

Applied Mathematics course
where most computers first gained
their entry into the school
environment.
We kave a collection of

computers - three Commodores,
one Apple, one Sinclair, and with
the advent of the* new low cost

home computers, like the
Commodore VIC 20, we will

hopefully be able to purchase more.
The revolution has arrived but it

isn't the computer. The revolution is

within the minds of our young
people who see the exciting

potential of their future. Anyone
involved in the education of such
young people has a responsibility to

make sure that they don't just learn

how to push buttons and
manipulate machines but to be
aware of the impact, influence and
consequences that this technology
will have on their world ol

tomorrow.

Mr Thorn ton is teacfier in

charge of computer education

programmes at Mantifev/a High

COMPUTER OWNERS
WE WILL MARKET YOUR SOFTWARE IN N.Z.. AUSTRALIA AND THE U.S.A.

ANY ORIGINAL APPLICATION OR GAMES PROGRAM WILL BE
CONSIDERED.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION WRITE TO:
THE REMARKABLE SOFTWARE COMPANY LIMITED,
P.O. BOX 9535, HAMILTON, N.Z.

.
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THE BBC: Here is the
news..
One of the great divides in

civilisation today splits those who
lollow 2-80 based microcomputers
from 1 hose who owe their al legtenee
to 6502 based machines.

First with the Pet and latterly the

Atari and Apple I have always been
.16502 man.
The newly arrived machine from

'openness' of the Apple plug-it-in

peripheral card philosophy, the

screen software flexibility of the

Atari 400 and 800_ machines and the
teletext compatibility ol Poly.

Finally it seems to have taken all

the little edges that most current
machines possess, rounded them
off and tlien French polished them,

Firstly a look at the outside. A
smart lookina machine with a case
thai is a little too flexible (a notice

As read by
Pip Forer

Acorn Computers, the BBC
Microcomputer, can only serve to
confirm me inmy established ways.
The Rttt; microcomputer

reviewed here is a so-called model
B. There are two current models.
The B ($1995 retail! has larger

memory and enhanced facilities

from the ACS1595) although A's
can be upgraded to B's at a later

date.

These prices cover the keyboard
and processor which come built into

a single unit. This unit will deliver

colour graphics through a normal
colour television receiver (although
output plugs forvideo monitorsand
RGB monitors ere also standard!. It

also has an interface to an audio
cassette tape recorder for daia and
program storage.

One COuld Spend Some time and
much space discussing the

capabilities of ihe BBC computer.
Perhaps at a later date thai should
be a reguiar feature of "Bits &
Bytes.

This Jevicw jus! briefly outlines

some of the features that make this

machine stand out. These boil down
to three clear characteristics.

Firstly the machine has been laid

out with a clear growth path in

mind: you can see how the design
has room for expansion,
Secondly the machine as it stands

is highly flexible. It possesses the

Page 4

warns against standing heavy
objects on it). The two things that

catch the eye a/e the keyboard and
the enormous number of sockets,
plugs and pins thai appear to offer

great built-in possibilities for
interfacing.

The keyboard is pleasant with a
good feel to it. No numeric keypad
but nonetheless a good range. Full

upper and tower case and several

non-standard symbols including a
pound sign for those writing to
maiden aunts in Epping. There is a

row of special function keys that

can be used to allow the user direct

access to specral routines or give 'at

a stroke' keyword typing. Naturally

there is a shift key and both shift

lock and capitals lock buttons with
associated red LED status lights.

There are also four 'arrow' keys
for moving the cursor around the

screen plus copy and delete

buttons. In editing these six keys
work remarkably well. It a program
line is anywhere on the screen (he

arrow keys can be used to place the
cursor at Ihe start of the line for

editing. Hitting copy ihen moves
the cursor along the line and copies
ihe letters scanned to a blank space
below. If the user wishes lo insert a
new instruction he simply typos it in

and it appears in the updated copy
low down. To omit parts of the
original text the arrow keys can be
used to skip over these in the
original line and copy then resumes
copying to the new version. This
makes editing and correction a
breeze. In fact far more of a breeze

than trying this verbal explanation

of how it all works.
All screen interaction is also

speeded up by the fact that any key
that is held down for any time

automatically repeats. The arrows
can thus be used (o move over the

sc reen at speed and with great ease.

Continued on page 6

Pip Forer at the keyboard of the BBC micro he tested



The first thing thai struck mo
when I pulled the BBC
microcomputer from its polystyrene

box was the keyboard. It looked
good. II was even better than I

thought, with a rtiost professional

feel.

The second was while looking for

any stickers headed Warning,
Important, or such. I noticed one
saying not to put anything on top ol

the> BBC micro. This waa a minor
disappoint men", as the flat top is

ideal for my small monitor.

The BSC micro- is available in two
versions, A and D

,

The Model A costs SI 595 and has
16K of RAM. The Model B costs

$1995, has. 32K ot RAM, a serial

printer interface, a parallel printer

interface, a 4 channel A/D
converter and an 8-bi3 User pOrl.

The A can be upgraded to a B at

anytime.
The machine I reviewed was a

Model B. It had Iwo video outputs
(UHF and mixed video) as New
Zealand televisions use VHF, the
UHF output was no use, but I

assume/hope this will be changed
on tho consumer mode-Is.

Theoretically, REB oulput is also

standard but there was just a hole in

the case on my model-
To get colour graphics was a little

difficult (as my monitor is only
B./WI. This was achieved by taking

the video oulput to the camera
input of a video capo recorder and

hardware features in detail, one at a
rime.
• Construction: lightweight

plastic case 4 15mm x 3G0mm.
• Keyboard: has normal

QWERTY layout. 10 user

function keys, 5 editing keys.

All keys have autorepeat.

As read by
Chris O'Donoghue

the VHF output to the television

VTR as a RF

truly

just

(i.e. using Ihe

modulator).

The BBC micro is a

expandable machine. By
plugging in a few chips you can
have a floppy disc controller,, a
speech synthesiser/ROM loader,

Teletext input, networking and
more.

I will deal with some of ihc

Serial printer interface: When I

first Saw thissockel on Iha back
of the machine I was confused.

What is RS423? It looked like a

5-pin DIM. But I discovered it

could b'e used jusl like RS232
with only RTS, CTS, data-in,

data-out and 0V.
Parallel printer port: This is a
Centronics standard, 7 dala and

Continued on page 29

BBC MICRO -.Till; FACE OF THINGS TO COM!:!

Facts That Make The BBC Better...
Price... is competitive... $1975.

•Good Colour... essential for entertainment ami in presenting information.

you can highlight differem areas ai the same lime.

•The resolution of die screen allows 640 clols x 25/> dots which makes the

BBC (he hest system available at this price. When making Graphs and
curves, ihc hetier the resolution the clearer the curve.

•Sound... four sound channels, ihrce note generator's, one noise generator.

Full sound envelope comrnl on sound channels. Is adaptable to have a

voice syndiishyr fitted. The production ol
1

ihc sound docs not stop or delay
the runninc of the central process.

•Basic... allows the iiscol PROCEEQURES and REPEA1 UNTIL
loops, which give it the advantages' of a structured language.

•The UBC model IJ is the computer oF Ihc I'm ure... It is able to

be hooked up lo a second processor when necessary, the Z80
iin.l 6502 already released I he BBC will never gooul of dale!
A.i'>Bn Processor tone releasee! soon.

TOCK CONTROL * WORD PROCESSING
• TRAINING COURSES AVAILABLE *C)N SITE

DEMONSTRATIONS • HOME DEMONSTRATIONS *FULI
TKCHNICAL ADVISORY SERVICE * GAM! S.1NI 1 RTAINMENT

mkCRDcnrnpuTER cehtpie
192 Papanui Road Christchurch

Phone 555-699

#»g
Page 5
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model B basic price. These include

standard fare like parallel and serial

printer interfaces, three video
outputs, joystick (analogue! input,

cassette, RS423 and a disk socket.
Among the more unusual are an

interface to the Econet networking
system, a 1 Megahertz BUS and
something called the TUBE. The
physical pons, but not all the
circuits, are provided to use these.

The Econet network is a cheap
system lor sharing disks and
printers. It reputedly has a fairly-

slow transmission speed (unlike

systems such as NESTAR and
Omninet for instance) but is quite

well field tested.

The 1 Megahertz BUS is to allow
future interfacting to laboratory
equipment and such, presumably
via an extension chassis.

Perhaps the TUBE is the most
exciting, although it is still some
way from an applied reality. It will

Unusual

features

allow the user to harness a second
processor to the existing 6502.
effectively using the 6502 just to

drive the screen and other I/O
devices. This second processor can
t>e another 6502. a Z-80 (here come
the CPf'M software crowd) or. most
excitingly, a 16 bit processor fa

16032} with a potential 16
Megabytes of RAM.
Other machines offer something

like this (the Apple through Z-80
cards and piggyback processors
like 'The Mill'). The difference here
is that the incorporation has been
designed from the ground up.

I have only peeked inside the

machine through: the back grill. I

know though that it contains a built-

in clock and a very nice cousin to

Microsoft BASIC.
The BASIC is worth a review in its

own right but amongst its good
features can be numbered the
graphics commands and the ability

to define Procedures (ah, structured
programming in BASlCatlast).

Page 6

The text and graphics capabilities

are very flexible, largely through
two commands: MODEand VDU.

The "first of these sets a screen
mode. Among the options for this

are SO column lines (with

remarkable clarity), a high-

resolution option that stretches the

monitor capability to its limits and
various text/ colour/resolution

combinations with up to 8 colours
{16 if you include flashing options).

The VDU command is especially

useful. It lets you do things like

redefine colour sets and create an
active screen graphics area,
protecting the rest of the screen for

text.

Although the actual PLOT
commands are limited in having no
shape-drawing mode like the Apple
they do permit the drawing of

dotted lines and color infilling

through a BASIC verb. Combined
with the VDU command PLOT can
also do things tike draw things in

repeatedly flashing colour which
can create some nice effects.

The top resolution graphics

options are VERY heavy on memory
<20k), storing the screen image from
the top of free RAM downwards.
Only one screen is available for

display at any time the manual
seems to imply.

One can not do justice to
reviewing the BASIC without
further space while the disk
statements are hard to Judge
without seeing a specimen drive in

action.

However to pass on without
mentioning the Sound capability

would be wrong. The BBC
microcomputer offers four 'voices'

directly programmable from BASIC
which can be used 10 produce
chords er various complex sound
effects. The important aspect of this

is that these do not tie the machine
up while the sounds are being
generated so can be integrated with
ongoing processing or screen

display. An on-board speaker
produces the sound,

This differs from the Atari, also

with four voices. No speaker is

required in the monitor and the user
has far greater control over the type
of sounds produced. A voice-

synthesiser has also been developed

in the U.K., allegedly

replicating the vowels of
newsreader Richard Baker.

To briefly summarise the BASIC
is good and the machine has great
potential. Any computer which
quietly states 'Mistake' rather than
screams 'Error No. 97' at my initial

blunderings has to have something
going for it. It is easy to use and the
demonstration programs are

excellent for familiarisation, I

especially liked the Yellow Kingdom
game, a sort oi animated graphics
HAMURABI.

What is wrong with it? At present
it is low on software and there are
no disk drives locally available. Nor.
inevitably with a new machine, is

there an established user
community.

It seems likely that these
situations will alter. The disk
situation within a short time and the

others over a longer timespan. This
is, after all, the machine of the BBC
computer literacy project and One Of
the machines attracting a

government subsidy in the United
Kingdom education system (not to-

mention adopted as a
recommended model by several

Australian states).

'tow on

software'

Software and peripherals will duly

appear, certainly with more
certainty than for some of the other
good hardware around. More news
on this in a later issue.

It is a far more serious machine
than the ZX-81's and VIC's of this

world, and even than the Atarts

(admittedly at a somewhat higher

cost). It is much cheaper (and not

that much less powerful) than many
other u p-markei machines. In all it is

very likeable and good value.

The caveat, inevitably, is that if

the BBC can do this on an average
budget in minimal time then what is

lurking in the wings from more
affluent and longer-standing
competitors?
Who can say. T he one certainty is

that this machine offers new
yardsticks for 8-bit, low budget
home/educational machines. If you
are in the market right now it

demands attention, as much for

what it can become as for what it

currently is,



The small priced, small business
computer anyone can use.

For everything!
Acclaimed as the most versatile, easy-to-use

micro-computer in the world, the portable

SORD M23 is perfectly priced for small

companies, sporting clubs, farm management
and home education.

SORD M23 grows as you grow without
growing costs.

And it's as easy to use as a typewriter!

$5935 includes "PIPS"the
easy-to-use sy&iem which
will enable vou to siai I M-
building your own data Jr
base within minutes, *Q'^r
even i1 you have <S\Jr
never used a ^C
compute' before. rS^^T

/

M23
St tf

*°

available from

TURNERS LTD
CNR Tuarn & Colombo Sts

Christchurch 794-820 $
«m



SYSTCM 80/TRS 80

By GORDON FINDLAV
One of the strangest things about

tlic personal computer revolution is

that the personal computers are
much better at some things than the

big mainframes. The most
noticeable is that the little machines
have it all over ihe big ones when it

comes to graphics. Of course, .those

of us with TRS or System 80's may
not be as well off as the Apple or
Atari brigade, but the 80 is still no
slug. In this article I want to share a
tew ideas with you. Many of these
will be old hat to experienced
programmers among you - if sof

please be patient. Beginners may
find some useful ideas though.
Those of you who want more of a
challenge skip to the end of the

column,
The screen of your 80 is usually

accessed by one of the many forms
of the PRINT statement,, or by SET
and RESET for graphics, However,
there are other ways of accessing
lliri screen; some are as much as six

limes faster.

ft ft-•gno
character
position

iQm I

Before we start, remember that

the screen can be divided into a 64 x
16 array of characters (letters,

numbers etc.), or into a 128 x 43
array of pixels (graphics spots). A
pixel (meaning "picture element"! is

the smallest part of the screen
which can be turned on (by the SET
command) or off (by the RESET
command). Each character position

uses the space of six pixels - as
shown in figure 1,

However, the character positions

rr>ay be used to set or reset graphics

pixels, up to six at a time. Try this

short program:
10 FOR I = 0to1023
20 PRINT@I, CHFW28 4 RND
163));

30 NEXT I

You will see the screen fill with

various, random graphics blocks -

one at each character print position.

Pase8

Pictures need
not be worth
a thousand

swear words
Graphics characters

To understand where these
graphjes came from, we must
understand that the SO stores

everything - including letters,

punctuation marks, etc - in

numerical form. There are a number
of standard "codes" for doing this:

the 80 uses the ASCII code
(American Standard Code for

Information Interchange). Every
letter, number or symbol is stored as
a number from to 255. The
collection of all the symbols a
machine can handle is called its

"character set". To see your
machine's character set run this

simple program:
10CLS
20 FOR I = 32TG182STEP6
30 FOR J b I TO 1 + 5
40 PRINT J'CHRS(J);" ";

50 NEXT

J

60 PRINT
70 NEXT I

80 FOR I
- 188 TO 191

90 PRINT l;CHR$(l);

100 NEXT I

11QEND
(You will need to use SHIFT-@ to

make the display pause.)

Notice thai "A" has ASCII code
65 (in other words, A = CHRS465),
*B' lias ASCII code 66, and so on.
The function CHRs(J) converts
from a number (jj to the character
with that code (the reverse function

16 X

2+4+16+128

F»9u<eJ

is ASC(AS) : ASCrC") - 67 >. A
space is CHRSI32I-.

The characters from 128 to 191
are the graphics characters. They
are made up from 6 pixels, by
adding up the values of the pixels in

the block which are to be turned on,

and adding 128 to the result. These
characters may be used by
PRIWTing them at the required
locations.

(For completeness sake, let's add
that the characters from to 31 are

used for special purposes - like line

feed, arrow keys etc., and the codes
from 191 to 255 are used for 'space
compression' - to conserve storage

space. You can see the space
compression codes by running a
little routine like this:

10 FOR I - 192T0255
20 PRINT "4*-" + CHRslh + "#"
30 NEXT

(The '^£"s are to isolate the
blanks being printed. }

Now that we've -got the graphics

characters, what can we do with
them? First off, we can handle them
in groups, by lying them together in

a string, say as
AS = CHRS(129H CHRS(17&) +
CHR$(167). This isn't much use,
until we incorporate the arrow keys,
which we can include as follows;

uparrow = CHR$(27)
down arrow = CHRSI26)
rightarrow = CHRS(25>
left arrow = CHRSI24)
By including these in our strings

we can build up quite complex
figures.

Suppose, in a same program
perhaps, we want a stick figure of a
person (see figure 31. This figure

can be 'decomposed' into the

graphics characters shown, and the
ASCII codes for them strung



m ;

.

:
- M

'-':-

Figure 3

together. By incorporating down
and left-ar/ows in the appropriate
places, we can get the man into a

string

;

MNS = CHRS(160) + CHR$n90)
+ CHR$(18Q» 4 CHRSK32)
+ CHR${26) + STRIr>IG$(4,24»
1 CHR5H-10) t CHRS1174)
+ CHRS(14G) 4-CHR$<32J
V CHR$(26) + STRING$(4,24)
+ CHR$<152) + CHR$(129)
-tCHR${137) + CHR3(144)
This little figure can be printed al

any location required on the screen -

and quite quickly too! For example,
to place Ehis figure at the middle of
the screen, try PRINT@347.MWS.

There are some techniques which
can make the long lines of
CHRS(X)s shorter: I. A string of

four left arrows is given by
STRING$(4,24). Similar functions
can be used for other repeated
characters. 2. The character codes
can be listed in DATA lines, and
read into the strings as required.

This technique is used in the
demonstration of animation below.

PRINTinga figure on the screen is

all very well, but what about
removing it? The simplest way is to
print a block of blanks the same
size, made up from the arrow
characters, and CHR$(32I - which is

a space. The fretire of a man above
may be erased by PRINTing the
string

';--

BL$-STRING$(4,32) + CHR$
(26) f STfllNG$<4,24) + STRINGS
{4,32) + CHR$l26,+ STRING$H,24
+ STRING$(4,32I.
As a 'simple demonstration of

these techniques, here is a program
which does some (very simple)
animation. Run it to see what
happens!
10 CLS :CLEAR 500 'clean screen
and string space.

20 SD$ = CHR$<26r 'down arrow
30 SB$ = STRING$<5,24)

r

5 left

arrows
40 BL$ = $TRINGS{5,32) + SDS

t SB$ 'blanking string is 5 spaces
long

50 CL$= BLS + BLS+ BL$ 'and

three rows deep
60 DIM MN$(3) '3 figures are

constructed
70 FOR I = I TO 3 'This loop reads 3

figures

80 FOR J = I TO 3 'This loop reads 3
rows each- figure

90 FOR K = 1 TO 5 'This loop reads
5 characters per row

100 READX
110 MNsm = MN$(l)+CHRS(X>
120 NEXTK
130 MN$(I)~MN${1) * SDS +SBS
'down/back to start of row

140 NEXT J

150' NEXT I

160 PRINT@859. "STAR-JUMPS"

Continued on page 30

home
computers

FOR YOUR

Sinclair ZX 81

Atari III

1 • * * 1

Commodore
Vic. 20

WE SUPPLY

* Hardware

* Recorders

* Printers

* AN Accessories

* Programmers Aids

* Software

* Handbooks

* Learners Aids

ALL DISPLAYED &
DEMONSTATED

Mail Orders Welcome

BANKCARD- VISA • CASHPRICES

K'RD
Video &
Computer

Co
65 PITT St., AUCKLAND

Ph. 399-655
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By N. E. WHITEHEAD
Early this year I bought a

Microprofessor, Made in Taiwan.
About $200. Good for the soul. And
definitely not for the computer
enthusiast who really only wants
one so thai he can avoid paying
zillions of dollars at the local

amusement arcade. However, good
value for money.
You don't got a video display for

thai price, nor any easy way of

hooking one on. Instead there- is a
line of six digits \n red LED, but you
do get an output and input for

cassette tape, 2K ROM, 2K RAM
(expandable to4K), a little speaker,
and a keyboard, but non-QWERTY.

It's intended to teach yuu
machine-level programming, and all

the innards are indecently exposed
for hardware additions of your
fancy. MacJiine language? That
nasty black beast? Don't worry, it's

quite tameable, and I must say that

following the excellent manual) I

found the black beast starting to
perform tricks for me quiet well.

I bought it specifically to learn

how to create a digital electronic

organ. You see I have this crazy
ambition to create an organ which
sounds just like the bagpipes so I

have to do a lot of work, because
those crazy sassenachs won't
market one. The principle is: take
the wavefO/rrt of the instrument you
want to copy, and turn H into

numbers, store it in your memory -

well, it might be better to use your
computer's... then write a little

routine to output them to a little

digital to analog converter (circuit

on request quite simple and
cheap) and into your stereo.

In principle this is far, far more
versatile than using a synthesiser,
and I have found (he information I

have gained on the way through
experimenting with subtle changes

The Microprofosaor, which retails in New Zealand for about $210.

Digital bagpipes on micro
from Taiwan
in the waveform ear-opening!

The machine language is

hexadecimal which at first sight is

most odd. The numbers go up to 9

but then continue A, B, C, to F, and
only then to again. So a number
for an address in memory could well

be 1AB3. Again, it's not too bad,

and I guess if you went through
school when they taught you to

think in bases other than 10 it

should he a cinch.

Because you have access at

machine-language level to the

machine, you can do marvellous
things with the LED display. I

delighted to make it display non-

standard characters, and wrote a

little program such that when my
wife Started it, it displayed a fairly

recognisable I Luv U! One program
they give in the manual makes a

segment of LED apparently chase
around the periphery of the display.

With a bit of practice you should lie

able to do things your friends would
find almost impossible on their

higher level machines.

The manual gives a large number
of carefully analysed and annotated

programs even including a primitive

organ using the built in little

speaker, and an accurate clock,

It is extraordinary for me to

compare this little device with the

PDP-$ mini-computer my branch of

DSIR bought in the late 60s. It had
4K memory a teletype terminal, and
a paper tape reader and punch, but

cost thirty thousand pounds.

(That's right, not $).

I haven't compared it in detail,

but I suspect the MiCrOprofessor

has a faster cycle time. The PDP-8
used moderate wattage - the

Microprofessor runs on 500mW,
and I have run it even in the bus. off

those nice sealed lead-acid smell

batteries now available - it should

run for close on 4 hours I think on
the set I have.

I hear that a speech synthesiser

will be coming out for it soon, and
also a miniBasie. Nice, but really a
little beside the point. Who wants
those when you can curdle your

neighbours' blood with enhanced
synthetic bagpipes inaccessible to

users of more expensive personal

computers?

So you really want ta get into

MICROPROCESSORS
and not just play games!!

For hands-on experience as to how the internals work:

KHwra
UJCBO-mftSBl

MICROPROFESSOR
Any** fa k&tt/Mtog at*/ totod favAty. facbfci 2K RAM. 2* ROM. tape Me/face. S/rr-ilft.

hstmr'msml ttpetmsts. PfiPM PHxprmmc wrtStvi-ch SfnTtetsoei Btwd.riwtoAfe erf/as.

Special Introductory Offer this month includes BASIC ROM
only 5209 + packing and postage,

From ^B

»J
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Systems Software & Instrumentation Ltd.

P.O. Box 7194

Sydenfwm

Chnstchurch

Unit 11/75 Peterborough St

Telephone 790984



Fighting
the
Martians
Alien Destroyer is a variation of the

arcade game 'Spnco Invaders' fnf

Apple computers.
The main difference is

that there is only one martian in play
at a time, each one faster than the
fast. Of course, the object of the
game is to gain as many points as
you can before the martian lands on
you (it doesn't drop bombs).
To make like more interesting,

(your only life
> you can choose what,

leveJ (or speed) to play at, 1 being
the slowest.

In addition to the Applesoft
program, there arc also the shape
tables to create.

Enter the following:

CALL 151 (to enter the monitor)

*IDFC; 03 000300 14 00 24 002425
25 2D2E2E363F3C373F0095AD
32 3FDF3F2ES512F51FFF0E4D
05 00 49 6D 3A DF BF 6D 49 35 FF
FF370D4DOD0500(recurn|

Don't forget the spaces!

'BSAVE DESTROYER SHAPES,
AS1DFC, L52 (To return to
Applesoft press 'RESET')

Before running the program for

the lirst time, type RUN 1010. This

creates a new file called

DESTROYER HIGH SCORE. It is a
'Text Pile' and in it is stored the

current high score (which at the

moment contains 01.

Then press 'V in answer to the
question "Do you want another
encounter?" or CTRL-C, RUN to

see the rules.

Happy Destroying!

NB; The arms o1 the martian
actually go up and down?
8y Richard Hobbis, a fifth form

student at Oturnoeta College,

Tauranga.

Write

to us

REH
TO D» -

SO
CHR» <4>i R£M CTFL-P

REM GET HI6H SCORE FROH CISC
PftlHT 0*S"DPEM OESTROVEP XI QH SCOPE"! PRIIU D»i -READ DESrRWEft II |ij» 3C
ORE"
IUMJT H5C
PRIWI D*S "CLOSE l*fiTR0VC« HI»I SCOPE"
REM GET S3WPE TABLES FflOM OI5C
PRIMT DS:-8UM0 MSTROVEF SHAPES"
POKE 232.352! POKE 2'J3*79
go sub it 2©
REM MB IN PRQCIRQri

HOWE
RESTORE
IF B < 1 THEtl L - I

POKE - l">S*e.O

*£&_«- ?
REM PLOT STUBS
FUR I b i TO 100

279)
I2&tf Z INT t RHP- ( I >

2?0 HPL0T tt-2
230 NEXT I

296 HPLOr O- 136 TO 25"». ISA
3ot> ikin set u»»>irtw.Es
310 &; " sa
320 X - 4!KX " A

339 W * 36
POKE - 163*8. ft

Kan check for kcv rressto
L.R3 - PEtK < - 16384J
J' -US. - 2« THU* X = :

IF LBS = 293 THEM « - * • $
IF X < 4 THRU K l

JF K > 2*70 nKi\ K * 270
MCOLWt-- 7

3fl0

350
3fiS
}PS)

390

•lie
Continued over

THEN.Z.

COMPUTER

GAMES CLUB

CALLING ALL HOME
COMPUTER and

HOME VIDEO GAMES
SYSTEM OWNERS

MEMBERSHIP OF THE N.Z. COMPUTER GAMES
CLUB MEANS YOU CAN:
1. Hire computer and video games to try in your home

before purchasing.

2. Hire games on a weekly basis at a fraction of their cost

and exchange for different games when you wish.

3. Purchase games by mail from the largest selection in

N.Z. at discount prices.

Fill in The Form Below For Details Of Cost, Titles Available Etc.

Post to : THE N.Z. COMPUTER GAMES CLUB,
P.O. Box 93, Rangiora. Phone 6200 Rangiora.

Name
Address

ATARI
400/800 '—

'

ATARI
CX2600 D COM .PET/

VIC 20
SYS 80
TRS80

APPLE D FOUNTAIN OR8IT GEMINI

Pnge 11



COMPUTER GWV16S

Picking

winners

Alien destroyer From we n

This is- something I ran ihe other
day to pick up winners for punters.
Although it asks a lot of seemingly
intelligent questions the clue to the

whole operation lies in the variables
at the end of lines 135, 145, and 1 60.

It runs on the Sinclair 2X81 in 1K
with a little room for graphics or

other comments left.

Program contributed by Paul
Krntey of Christcfourch

iPtrtT*Mir£Tirj& coo«»*7 iWwt- «1

So ttNjour x

CuA
?fliWT"V,K#T IS fM RtftE Nfl.?"
IMftJT V
ClS

Cf.S
P«lMT"WH4T DlSTAMC*?*

CIS _
'i5 «wr «e"4« <*« W«s ft« *t«, ;Y*

IwSSK"" "«•*»••!«
14-5 WWr "2« fete «o, >*; N
(So ^-^
fW fM^ = ? th&ij sorb no

Soo Run

5o
6C
70
?0
?p

196
ItO

Hi
no

42t) kOJ "

4» SCALE" 1

we CftW 1 AT X» 1<M
450 IF T - C TI1EH WW*
4tO IF T = 1 Tl*£*- ORO.I 2 li I XX.VV
470 IF LH$ " l£& THEN GOlii 49ft
«*& ,-.

490 REM F;RE MDIH IKE
5H0 FK * X I- 3
518 FOR 1 * i'Q TO 25
526 PUKE 769, H Fi)K£ 769.2
539 CULL 77*0

s*a icxt i

»0 FW F « 136 70 YY 1 5TQP - 9
360 K^M,0R= 7
370 HPI.OI FX.f 11 IfX.F >- .1

5©D DRAW 1 HI :- 144
'.530 IF 1 * THEN ORfiU 3 III i.V"

£00 IF T * 1 THtiB- DR»»i >. £"f k>: .VV
£10 HCQLORh 01 HPLLr PS.F 10 F^.f - 4
620 c*:ow i ht, y. i<u
630 IFIi? THEll fRfiU 3 OT *X.V ::

640 IFT» I TH6M DfiflU 2 QT XJC,W>T '

630 SEH CICCK IF MPXTIPM HIT
660 IF FX :> XX P.HD fX < • XX » 8 flIO F 5

6Kt
670 GOTO 7W
630 IF T » THEN HCOLOR* ««i D-flW 3 AT XX.Wi SCALE' 2l in in i»^ 71 h'- 1

3 OT XX - 4.VV! (5QTO 700
€90 IF I I IHEW KCOI.OW-

£ AT KX - 4,'.".': GOTO ?I0
?fl6 IF T - ft IHKn PU ] r<> 5-1

1 : bOlO 660
9

W BND F *V * 4 THBI

DRAM 2 HT XX.Wi 5tflt£« 21 HCOLOft- J'" ORC'jI

«6)C» f: rfWl.C=' «:-: DRflV ! (IT MX - *-VV

?I6 IF r " 1 THEll FOP = 1 JO Si fOfl U: MCOLGRe Or &RflU 2 01 UK •-.--','

7^0 6010 870
rjo «x = sx * l
740 IF "NX 7 276) THEM XX = «!VY - W + ISiSS p .85 - 3
??e IIEXT F' RGI1 SNP fls FIRE ROyTIHE
its POKE - loitt.e
?7o wr&LOf:- oi ofww i or x. 144
780 IF T - THEll 0R*W J AT KX.VVj I = U «OTO 60©
7*0 If t « l THEu DW*I 2 AT «C,W:r - Q
see w • xh + l
eio if xx > « :va rnrxii Kx -*-v. - vy * uiGS - g? - s
8?9 REM THF. l«RT]f|ii; HOUE L^MWID
830 IF VV ; 332 THEM GOSIfi 1 3601 FOR K « I TO 7l PEOO Mf! ftCQD MD! Q0SU8

1W6I f«E7iT Ki GOTO 930
540 GOTO 369
S50 F'E-t IlCRtKiE SCORE-
860 REM BH» MC«T IBfi SPEED
67© SC = SC * GS:L - \. * It MJC£ i UT«e 23i FOP I » IO TO IS: p<*E 768.1 =

*WL* it9.2: COLL r,X<: HExT I

PRI-iT C-"!5C!M n + Si HTfiS 2©« U»A8 23-: f-R]HI *t6Vet="»(-

"\Interested in leaving this worklr

liy Dungeons & Didgons

T ravel k'i

Tuiim-K t. Trolls

Chivoliy S Soicory

Thie-ves World

Arduln Grimoire

Sc many more

One oi thpsv role playing systems

must iM'tlx'lieyforyoii.

Send S.A.E tot .i booklist rf'.:"^

We c.in h«lp you! ^ XibL

tVtlOalWf 1XMi!l* iMl-.-rli Mi.i\:rv I*VH

see
S9G UTfi& «i HTt>TJ l-J: t-Rlllf "111 -SC05E-="' HSC
500 FOR I

-i 1 rO tO! NEXT
910 HirjjL0R>« at [iifnu 3 nr x>: - j.yv - 2
920 6rT|'0 300
930 rtjnf. i VT08 22i PRINT "IMLHoEfrS SHOr'OOMh
91@ PR Illl

930 primt "P3HR S--
::-£

960 FOR I - I TO 2O0OI «EXT
970 IFK) HSC THQJ HSU a 3C« 60TO 1023
=30 GOTO 1070
9W pen nd.1 MitiM :<x«E
1606 Km EAuG' li

-;

iSC

taia [>3 CHPJ (4)
PRIMT Dii'OPEH DEfirROVER HIGH SCORE-
PRIKT 0*l''0PEH OESIIfJIVEH UIOM SCORE"
PRIMT Ml "WRITE OESTPOVEF HIGH SCORE"
PR HIT HSC
psnit i>«j-ao«*- c=^tmv=r mm scorf-
Hl L 1 U -. .' r-";lT "Ml VOO W*«T ftlOIrt'K SMCQUtrrE^" II «
GET at
;- ftf :. -v" It >: ; . QiH *=23 » a^..-i-. : .. ,,, l:«W
•(- i» -M" IHEII TEXT 1 UOm • END
0»:«T0 1 OPrt

rem IMTRO RflUTtHE Alto RH E5

H 'i 1 TEM1
UT08 31 HIilB 15: PF'IWT "PLlKll OESTOWER"
mne 131 print --- wb*
FOR I - I TO 50

• IftO ; - iHT ' SW • l>
li-90 POKE 763. Ji PC*!

i
:0» OM ^ ?78

ne«i 1 Continued on Page 14

1320
1 ,1

-(

L040
'.05?

**tfji

.

ieso
Ifl -:.

L1O0
me
L1S8
U4C

1166
HVT&

11*10
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N€W PRODUCT,
AUCKLAND REPORTER
Epson the brand name of tho

Shinshti SGiki company of Japan
is lo sell computer products
outside Japan for the first time.

Well known for its range of dot
matrix printers Shinshu Seiki has
been successful*/ selling

microcomputers on its local market
since 1978,

lis now HX-2Q Portable Computer
is abou t the size of a n A4 notebook

.

Microprocessor Developments,
Ltd. which has been New Zealand
distributors of Epson for five years,
will handle the New Zealand release.

Mr Mark Bond, monager of

M.D.L.'s Epson computer division

in Auckland, recently spent three
and a half weeks in Japan

.

The new microcomputer will be
available through local New Zealand
dealers (providing there are no
customs complications) about the

middle of November.

Aiming sales at professional and
personal computerists alike, a lot of
attention is being given by Epson to

"human interfacing" such as shape,
angle, colourandfeel.

'Epson aims at
non-computer'
people
"Epson of Japan aim to build

computer products for non-
computer people" says Mr Bond.
"They also aim to offer products
which first-time users can learn to
fully operate within an hour."

Mr Bond said that because of the
influence the hobbyist has on
decision making persons in an office
situation. Epson feels he/she is one
of the most important people in the
marketplace.
The Epson HX-20 will sell in New

Zealand for $1599.84 (including
tax).

This amount buys the HX-20
portable computer (ivory colour),
with Carrying case, 240V AC 50hZ
power supply and battery charger.

operation manual and basic
reference manual, built-in printer,

ink ribbon cartridge and roll paper.
Standard features of tho HX-20

include:

1. The basic unit has the advantage
of a full size ASCII keyboard. In

addition a numerical keypad
utilises part of this keyboard.
Changing from typewriter

keyboard to numerical keypad or

reverse simply involves using the
"number" function key.

• Cursor keys.
* Special functions keys,
* 10 programmable function keys.
• 16K RAM (Random Access

Memory).
Continued over

-20
PORTABLE COMPUTER

The little computer with big
performance
The HX-20 is a full-function, portable computer.
Not a sophisticated calculator.

Its standard 16KB BAM expands up to 32K bytes, or

the 32KB ROM memory to 72KB.
This remarkable porlable computer also communicates. Y _

.

can connect RS-232C and serial interfaces to telephone couplets
and other peripherals.

The lull-size ASCII keyboard works just like a regular typewriter. And
its complete with buill-in printer, a LCD screen and music generation via e
pie&Q-electric speaker. Full extended Microsoft BASIC. Time and date Junctions.

Compared to ordinary computers, Epson HX-20 offers six big
advantages.
1. Small size 2. Built-in power source 3. Automatic function keys
4. Interfaced lor peripherals 5. A Memory Save* 6. Costs loss

Available mid-November through selected dealers. OEM and dealer Enquiries welcome.

MICROPROCESSOR DEVELOPMENTS LTD
24 Monukau Rd.„ Epsom Auckland 3 Ph. <9> 540-128

Wellington Branch 1st Floor, World Trade Centre, Sturdee St.. P.O.Box S70 Wellington P-h. (4) 851-917

Page 13



From previous page

• 32K ROM (Read Only Memory)
The liquid crystal display (LCD)
shows segments 20 columns by
four lines. Maximum screen area,

however, is 255 columns or

characters (per line) wide by 255
lines long. A now feature on the

LCD is the adjustable viewing
angle. U is dot addressable (any
screen dot may be turned on or

off I; and a bit image can be easily

printed using the self contained
printer.

A 24 column dot matrix ribbon

printer (not thermal) which prints

42 lines pet minute.

RS 232 port, transmits up to 4800
bits per second.
Serial port at 38K bits per second
for connection to peripherals
such as video monitors and disc
drives.

Reset button.

Bar code reader input.

Cassette port for standard
cassette machine operation.

A built-in speaker is provided for

audio feedback.
Real time clock displaying time of
day/date of year.

40 hours on internal batteries
when not using printer. Continual
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The Epson HX20

operation with printer eight
hours.

Options:
• Internal micro cs-ecottc

approximately $270
• ROM carlridge option at 5100
• 16K RAM expgn&ion unit

priced at.$290
• Bar codereaderS3n

Further options to be released in
January include.

• Dual floppy disk drives (640K
total) in one box (320K bytes per

drive).

• Acoustic coupler.

Currently there are about 50
software packages available, with
half for business and about a
quarter each for education and
hobbyists.

February will see the release of a
larger Epson microcomputer in New
Zealand, the QK-10 Valdocs system,
designed for the average consumer.

"In a few years time" says Mr
Bond, "Epson aim to have their
products sitting beside fridges in

home appliance stores as part of
home furniture."

An in-depth productreview of (he
new HX-20 Portable Computer will
appear in a cominq Issue of "BfTS
& BYT£$",

AUTHORISED

DEALERS

• Farm management •Sm^ll Ijinwtois

• ENTERTAINMENT -EDUCATION
Full colour. sound < in.* cost

•Good wltwaro range (also PET)

200 ttJincncster S1..CHRISTCHURCH
Pn, 797.8i 1 OPEN Is it: FrirSflimorn

alto by appointment

CXXVMOOORE SPECIALISTS c=



Aid for new
tax codes

This subroutine for the new tax

codes is by DON RICHARDS, of

Hawke's Bay. It is running within 3
payroll progam on his TRS80 model
111. We would be pleased to hear
from other readers on their

programming for the changes - the

Editors.

Post that

subscription

card today
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YES, CANTERBURY
WE DO SELL
COMPUTERS.

DICK SMITH SYSTEM 80 Mk
The b.-ggest selling computer

system in AUSTRALIA AND ITS A
StOOO CHEAPER THAN AMY
COMPARABLE MODEL. Designed
lor businesses, shop or home g$e.

ideal as a le-aching aid for schools
or educational and games system
lor home use.

featuring: ^Sk memory
capacity Sound, Hashing

cursors, upper and lower

case. Plus more software

lhan any other model
$1205 or $8.49 wfcly

SAVE $195 DICK
SMITH SYSTEM 80 Mk
Not blue label. Usually

S1 295. 2 only.

WOW $1100 or S7.21
wkly

MORE POWER TO YOUR DOLLAR

EXPANSION COMPONENTS. S
100 Expansion Urn t { !6k)

SS99 or $4.59 weekly
Extra Chips (16k) $39.95.

Disk Dr4v* $825 or $5.41

wkly
Diskettes $8 10 pack $73 25
pack with FREE CASE $ 182
SPECIAL OFFER. SAVE $550

DICK SMITH SYSTEM
80 Mk 2. Featuring:

usiness format, extra

keyboard. F1 to F4

function keys, upper and

lower case. Flashing

cursor. Usually $1795 2

only.

Now $1245 or $8.16
wkly

Green Screen Monitor

5395 or S2.60 weekly
B & W Screen Monitor

S299 or S1.97 weekly

3 FLOORS OF FREE
CUSTOMER PARKING

FOR YOUR
CONVENIENCE

SMITHS
CITY MARKET
COLOMBO STREET «PHONE 798-100

BUY FROM NO
DEPOSIT WITH UP TO
FIVE YEARS TO PAY
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GRAPHICS

THE SOFTSIDE:

On the importance
of good language

By PIP FORER
The locus in this month's article is

the importance of software;

especially graphics commands in

BASIC. So tar we have dealt with

the display side of graphics,

essentially WHAT the machine is

able to display for you.
predominantly this has been a
discussion based on hardware. We
have discussed WHAT can be
displayed but not HOW you might
display it. In fact though, for anyone
who wants to program graph ics, the

HOW can be the most important
question. The most elegant graph in

the world may not be worth the

trouble if it takes several hours of
nail-biting programming to get it to
display correctly. What is needed is

a fluent, easy language for creating
images. This article looks at just

what BASIC has to offer in this

respect. This differs markedly on
different machines. Later on we will

see what other languages are
around.

The character graphics that we
discussed in the first issue of Bits

and Bytes was never simple to use.
It was true that you could draw a

he.art shape very easily on the early

PETS just by using the appropriate

key with the graphics shift held
down. But any form of complex
diagram or flexible display was
never simple. Most machines have
since come to offer vector graphics
using a PLOT command and this

provides a far simpler means of
obtaining graphics pictures.

The fundamental idea behind

vector graphics Is that the screen
can be divided into a rectangular

grid of Cartesian co-ordinates: X
units across the screen and Y units

up and down it. This is like having
invisible graph paper on the screen.
Although the number of
addressable units on each axis vary
between machines (and, through
software, within machines) the axis
arrangement is standard. The only
departure from this is that some
machines number the Y axis from
the top for the Y axis {the point 0,

is at the top left) while others

number from the bottom. The latter

then has iis origin (0,0) at the
bottom left corner which is more the
way wo usually draw graphs.

'."',fr

*'»,>}«

Working with this framework the
computer usually provides a variety
of facilities. Among these ate line

drawing, color setting, clearing the
screen, drawing shapes, displaying
various different pages of graphics,
mixing text and graphics, and
restricting drawing to only part of
the screen. Various machines do
some or all of these things with
varying degrees of competence, in

Sinclair group
John Mitchell, of P.O. Box 33-

098, Barrington, Christchurch, is

trying to form a Sinclair ZX user
group in Christchurch. Those
interested can also contact him by
phone 365-141 (home) and 62-199
(work). Mr Mitchell is also
interested in forming a national
Sinclair users' club.
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New Atari group
Atari Users Group inaugural

meeting. Wednesday, 10
November, 7.30 p.m.. David Reid
Electronics, Vivian Street,

Wellington. Contact, Eddie
Nickless, phone 731-024.

different ways and with contrasting

levels of ease for the user.

Simple Things
First
The first requirement of drawing

graphics is to display a screen to

draw on. With most machines this is

a simple command in BASIC which
has the effect of both clearing and
displaying the graphic screen (or

one of several). With some
machines (like the Apple) this

CLEAR offers a Henry Ford screen
clear... any colour of screen so long
as it is black. In others a background
colour can be set for the whole
screen, (If you know the Apple well
enough you will know that this can
also be achieved on the Apple by
using some sneaky routines in the
monitor and a CALL statement).
The 'clear' statements can also
select a particular display page if a
choice is available. This may also

imply the setting of different

graph ics resolu tion a nd capabilities.

Next we need to set the colour for
any lines to be drawn, Here most
machinesi offer a fundamental
statement where each colour
equates to a number. Thus on the

Apple HCO LOUR - 3 sets the 'pen'
to colour 3 (which is white* for any
future drawing operations. As
covered last month, some machines
offer indirect colour addressing
which allows selection of display
colours from a wider choice than
those actually displayable at any
one time. Also some machines have
colour codes which flash individual

lines On and off or rhythmically
alternate the colour they are

displayed in. This can be useful.

Hawing got your blank screen and
colour set you need to draw on it.

Almost universally this is done with
a command PLOT <or a similar

word). However, a vatiety of PLOT
species exist. The simplest PLOT is

PLOT X, Y to draw a point at the
screen location X, Y. PLOT X, Y TO
XI, Y1 will draw a line on some
machines. Some even offer PLOT
X, Y TO XI, Y1 TO X2, Y2... et
cetera, by which means a single
statement can draw a series of
joined lines, i.e. producing a
square, These sorts of PLOT are
pretty self explanatory, Less so are
PLOTS Of the form PLOT 1 , X. Y. 0.

0, 0. Some machines have these
sophisticated, not to say devious,
PLOTs.



The Compucolor II was one of Ihe

first machines I noted with this. In

its case the extra numbers
controlled how plotting was done
and in wha* colour, The BBC
microcomputer takes this several

stages further. Apart from MOVE
and DRAW commands which cater
for simple line drawing it has a
complex PLOT command of the
form PLOT N, X, Y. On this

machine the first value in a PLOT
statement controls several
functions. It can for instance control

whether PLOT draws a line or
simply plots a point and how the
new plot interacts with the existing

background colours. Alternatively it

can instruct the machine to interpret

the X and Y values as relative or
absolute co-ordinates-. That is to say
if X is two and Y is two the PLOT
command would draw either to the
absolute co-ordinate 12,2) OR draw
to a position on the screen which is

2X and 2Y increments higher than
the last drawing action. It C3n also
do a colour fill on a triangular arear a

function performed by a special

function on the Atari 400 and. for

more- complex outlines, by the

POLY system.

Drawing shapes
and mixing text

PLOT lets you draw lines. Now
you CAN draw any computer
graphics image by a suitable control

oi colour and lots of PLOT
statements. It will be tedious,

though. One operation that is

frequently requited is drawing a
particular outline or shape. The
character graphics machmes
handled this rather simply (but
rather inflexibly) by having keyboard

keys represent particular symbols. If

you use vector graphics there are
basically three approaches that you
can employ in drawing frequently

used symbols or shapes. The first is

to use PLOT statements and set

them in a subroutine or procedure.

Then each time you want the- shape
you simply call that subroutine,

passing to it information on where
on the screen the shapes is to be
drawn.
The second approach is to set an

area of memory to values which.
when inserted into the memory
holding the graphics display, give a
particular shape on the screen. This

is used in most space games on
microcomputers. The Atari has a
very advanced version of this called

player-missile graphics which allows

several such shapes to be defined

and for priority to be assigned
between them so that any of the
eight possible shapes will pass in

front of or behind any other.

Finally you can do what the

Apple does. This approach is very

flexible. Simply the Apple can
interpet binary values in the RAM as
plotting movements (up/plot,

left/no plot etcetera). Thus any
shape can be encoded like this and
displayed through a simple

command DRAW N AT X,Y where
N is the number of a shape you
want to draw, (The shape drawing
code, in a shape table, has to have
been previously loaded into

memory). These shapes can be
ANY size and can be rotated and
scaled (although with some
lurnpiness whan this is done). This

is a very powerful feature and
perhaps the greatest trump in the

Apple II 's hand.

The disadvantage with the Apple
has always been that text and

graphics do not easily mix. To get

text on the graphics screen means
using one of the shape drawing
approaches above, with each shape
being a letter. You can get lots of

very interesting fonts that way but
the procedure is messy, requiring a
lot of software. On the other hand
some machines allow text to ba
written with a simple PRINT
statement to any part of tha

graphics screen. Mixed text and
graphics are offered by most
machines released in New Zealand
since 1980, including the Atari. BBC
and Poly brands.

Further
Features

If you write educational programs
you qu ic kly learn how important it is

to be ablo to format the screen in

different ways. In some cases you
need a lot ot small text and a little

diagram. In other cases larger text

overprinting some graphics. In other

cases still graphics in centre screen

with a margin of related text.

The nicest and most foolproof

way to do this is by creating

VIEWPORTS (sometimes called

WINDOWS) on the screen.
Basically these allow graphics to

appear in only one part of the

screen, text in another. Clearing

text leaves graphics unaffected and
clearing graphics has no effect on
text or graphics in other parts of the

screen. It becomes impossible to
inaduertGntly confuse or overwrite

text and graphics.

Different BASICS offer different

capabilities on this. Many machines
let you drop Ihe bottom of the

Continued on page 33

YOU CAN COMPUTE FOR ONLY
WITH THE

SINCLAIR ZX8

1

Hot a Toy — Fully Programmable in Basic Language.
Simply plug into your T.V.

OPEN SATDRDA/MORNINGS FRIENDLY PROFESSIONAL STAFF

COMPUTER CENTRE
593A COLOMBO ST Cnr Colombo and St Asaph Sts Phone 793-428
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THE BUBBLESHUFFLE
This program was written by

Keith Paintin when he found a need
foe a list t>i numbers in random
order.

"All the existing programs ran

very slowly because they did
repeated checks to see that no
duplicate numbers were
generated," he writes,

"TJie idea ot using a BubbleSort
technique in reverse, a
BubbieShuffie then occurred tome,
The result a very fast and short
routine which works very well on a
System 80 and with tine SO modified

to

60LETIM = INT<RND*X) + 1

works just as well on a Sinclair

2X81.
"I have used it as a subroutine in

'Mastermind' type games, a turn-a-

round game, arid iii screen-printing

programs ,li also works to sort cards
with the limit number changed,

"

Keith Paintin is a science lecturer

at the Palmerston North Teachers'
CoiJego.

BUBBLE-SHUFFLE

3 RANDOM
16 DIM A<?)

FOR 1= 1 TO
LET AC 13 = 1

NEXT I

LET -X=9

20
30
40
50

70
80
90

no

139
146

LET N=INT<RNI0<X>)
LET S-ft<N>
LET A<N>=A<X>
LET A<X>=S
LET X-X-l
IF X>0 GOTO 60
FOR 1=1 TO 9
PRINT AC I) ;" "

;

NEXT I

7 A 9 i 8 S 6 3 2
7 9 5 8 3 1 6 2 4
2 9 7 1 4 6 3 6 5
8 4 6 1 2 9 3 5 7
7 1 2 9 6 e 3 5 4
Z 4 8 1 7 3 5 6 9
6 7 2 9 5 3 4 1 8

B€GINN€RS

ByGERRIT BAHLMAN
To the uninitiated, bits and bytes

can be a world oi confusion. How
often have you heard people tak

about machine-code routines,

registers, addressing modes and
other sorts of jargon without having

a clue what they are on about?
People who are "into" their

machines always want it to do
things which it wasn't designed tor

and, somehow they seem to do it.

How? What is machine code? How
does it work? What h the difference

between machine code and 'norV

machine code?
Obviously, this article can't

answer all your questions. To try

would involve looking at a specific

machine and sorting out how it

operates. We haven't got space for

that but we can describe what goes
on generally and give you some idea

of where it all fits in.

Fundamentally, writing programs
is about a conversation between
you and a machine. What you say
must be very carefully phrased
because the machine has a very
limited number of words it can
understand. The trouble is that
what a machine can understand
best we can only barely understand
and what we understand the
machine has to work at before it can
understand

.

A high level language is one

FARMERS...
Save time and money!
Let Rural Computer Systems take you into the computer
age. At last, farming programs are available in New
Zealand, produced by farmers with the assistance of a
specialist farm accountant. Next time you are in
Christchurch contact Alistair Burbury at 160 Tuam St,
phone 796-734, or fill in the coupon betow. Sit behind a
microcomputer with Rural Programs and you'll find it hard
to tear yourself away!

Clip Ik's coupon

Mo postsge

fQ0(Sd

It Cfupon removed sand
lo-r iletoils tit Rural

Computer Systems,
Somjpnrs ir farm

campulm fiB.'iiluiier In:

Ffl£E POST Mn 100.

Rsral Compute)
S1-smn13.PO.am 1136
Christchurch

PImsb send me fliifsl Mam*
Computoi In1ormotion

ID

»
Please send

about iiiii.ii

Seminars

Please send

jOoui Rural

me details

Computer

me details

Computer

Occupation

Address—.

FREEP0STNO. 100

RURAL COMPUTER SYSTEMS
P.O.BOX 1136 CHRISTCHURCH

'Stock Recording
•Financial Planning

- ' 'Feed Budgeting
. •Word Processing

•Gross Marpi/ts

•Farm Diary
recording
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MACHINE LANGUAGE:

In the belly of the
beasts

which we find easy to understand
and the machine has to work
extremeiy hard to understand. The
work the machine docc is callod a
translation of a high level language
to a low level language. The lowest
language the machine translates to
is machine code. There is a lower
level still called micro code but we
will leave that for now.
Common high level language are

COBOL (Common Business
Oriented Language). FORTRAN
(Formular Translation Language),
BASIC (Beginners' All-purpose

Symbolic Instruction Code),
ALGOL (Algorithmic Oriented
Language), PL/1, Pascal, Forth,
LISP (List Processing Language),
RPG (Report Generating Language)
to mention just a few. There are
many more. SNOBOL, APL, etc,

each of which is designee! to do a
particular job. They are designed for

use by people and have to be
Iranslaied to machine language.

Compilers
The translation process is called

"compiling" and is done by a
program which has already been
translated into machine code.
Obviously, each machine must have
a special 'compiler' for each
language and worse than that each
machine type will have to have a

Special compiler for the same
language. Have a look at the

diagram

When you write a program in a
high level language it must pass
through each of the stages shown.
There are two sorts of compilers,
Some of them will work on the
whole oi the high level language
and produce all the machine code at
onge. The other type, called an
interpreter, takes only a small part at
a time, produces the machine code
For that and then lets the machine
obey the instructions at one. BASIC
is usually an interpreted language,
i.e. the compiler lakes a line of a

High level

language

k
Compiler

I
Machine Code

BASIC program, converts it lo

machine code and then runs it.

When that line is finished the
compiler converts another line of

the program. Why don't all high
level languages work that way? Can
you think of any disadvantages in

"interpreting" a high level

language?

I have been a little inaccurate in

my description of compilers in that I

have given the impression that they
are responsible for "running" or

"executing" the machine code once
they have produced it, Only
interpretive compilers can do this.

Most compilers just produce the
machine code and other machine
code programs take that produced
code and link it and load it into the
machine. Obviously, I have to
explain what is meant by loading
and linking,

Loader
Machine code is nothing more

than simple instructions that the
machine can understand. To be
understood those instructions have

to be placed into the machine's
memory. It can understand the

instructions only if they are placed
in its memory, What is more, they
have to be placed in a strict order
and position. Interpretive compilers
load the machine code into the

special places in memory and switch
Ihe machine on so that it knows
when to start running. A "loader" is

a special program which lis pari of

an interpretive compiler but is a

separate program for non
interpreters. A loader is a program
which places machine code or
instructions into memory and
prepares tham for execution.
The loader Is a much simpler

program than a compiler. 11 has a
much simpler job to do. Can you
think of a reason why compilers and
loaders are separate programs?
There are two main reasons.

First, the memory of the computer
is limited. When it has the compiler
program inside tt there is not a lot oi

room left. But, there still has to be
enough room to allow the compiler
to do its job. The loader cannoi do
its job until the compiler has finished

so it is not needed at that time.

The second reason is tied up with
the fact that each machine must
have a different compiler because
its memory is different. The loader
"knows" where everything is. It

"knows" where to put programs
that are to run. So, it woujd be
simpler if compilers were similar as
possible from machine to machine,
for the same high level language,

and the loaders were the programs
that did most of the adapting to the
different machines. This would save
a great deal of adapting work.

Linker
This is another program which

does a particular job. Again, in

interpretive compilers the linker

program is inside the compiler
program. The linker brings together
bits and pieces from the high level

language before the loader puts the
machine code inio the computer's
memory. Specifically, the high-level

language will often want to use
special program sections that have
already been compiled into machine
code and they have to fit neatly into
the total list of machine instructions

before they can be loaded.
I haven't yet talked about how the

machine code programs such as
compilers, linkers and loaders are

written. I haven't discussed
machine language in terms of how it

works or what it looks like.

Next time I wi II try to take you just

a step further into the depths of the

computer's innards and we will look

at some of those terms mentioned.
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MICROS IN TH€ OFFIC€
By John Vargo

This is me first ot a tnrea-part

series intended to provide business
and individuals with a set of criteria

for purchasing and implementing a

smalt-business computer.
Recommendations will include high-

lighting the major steps in this

selection and implementation
process as well as pointing out
some of the major pitfalls.

Article one in the series, entitled

"Considerations", covers
advantages and disadvantages of an
in-houso email business computer.
Also included is a discussion on the

uses of a small-business computer
and whether or not your business is

ready for one.
The second article, "Selection",

will cover trie actual selection

process. Topics to be covered will

include: the real cost of your
computer; obtaining the right size

system for your needs; how to get

the right combination of hardware,
software, and service. Suggestions
for evaluating the financial benefits

to the company will'also be given.

Converting your current manual
system to a computerised system
will be considered in the final article

of this series, "Implementation".
Minimising the risk of conversion,
providing for internal control, and
tirn-ng the conversion so as to
disrupt business as little as possible

will also be a major focus ot the
discussion in article three.

Considerations:
h your business ready fas .&

|

computer

II you are the owner, or manager
of a small business and you do not
yet own a computer, chances are
you are considering purchasing one.
With the falling price of hardware
and rising cost of labour the
incentive lo automate your
accounting and control systems can
be quite strong.

Before you go down to the local

computer store you must arm
yourself With an understanding of

your needs and a reasonable grasp
of computer Jargon. The first

practical suggestion is for you to
begin reading the computer
magazines regularly to orient

yourself to the language of thefield.

Let us take a look at some of the
indications that you may be readv
for automation, as well as some of

the indications that you are not.
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Read through she following check-
list and tick off those items which
apply to you:
• Your accounting system has

many routine transactions that
follows planned schedule.

• You nave a need for information
thai is not currently provided by
your system,

• Your business is in a highly
competitive environment

• Your business is experiencing
rapid growth.

• Your current system works well,
with no major problem s

• You have a need for many
routine time consuming reports.

• You require quick information
retrieval

• You require that your data be
processed free of clerical errors.

If you have ticked two or more of
the above areas then you may be
ready to seriously consider
acquisition of a small business
computer.

If any of the above situations
apply to you, then computerizing
your business at this point might be
an unwlse decision

.

The above check-lists points out
some of the features of 3 computer
system that you must take into

consideration before you make such
a critical decision. If you decide to

automate unwisely you may be in

worse condition than when you
started.

"First time computer users often
find that the first effect is. not to
solvo problems but rather to
rearrange them in a different

pattern.
'"

A successful computer
installation requires co-operative
and interested staff, a disciplined

and smoothly running 'system, a
measure of routine transactions,

and a need for up-to-date
information.

Selection of a small -business
computer requires a disciplined

Selecting a
micro for the

small business

Nov/, look at the next list and tick

off those items which apply:
• You are very keen to purchase a

computer but your managers and
employees will require much
convincing.

• Your transactions- consist of

mainly non- repetitive events

.

• Your business is in a mature
industry with little growth
potential.

• Your current accounting system
is giving you fits, and you think a
computer could get you out of

the current mess.
• Your current manual system is

more than satisfactory, and you
have no particular need for

specialized information.

approach and is not to be confused
with the more relaxed way you
might select a personal/home
computer.

:Alternatives

If you conclude that you are in a
position to automate your system
(or some portion of it), what
alternatives do you have?

Owning your own business
microcomputer is the alternative

we will Took most closely at, but you
should consider the other

alternatives as well. Simply
upgrading your current manuaf
system may gtve the benefits you
are looking for. A computer service



bureau, or a timesharing system
may service your needs better than
your ownin-house system.

Consideration must also- be given
to the possibility that a micro based
system will be inadequate for your
Current and near future needs. You
may choose a mini-computer or
larger machine instead.

"...beware of

a 'strait-jackef

system that
requires you

to fit your
business to

the software's
mould."

What are some of the advantages
and disadvantages compared to the

above alternatives? Advantages
would include:
» Quicker availability of reports (re

service bureaus etc)

• Less expensive than minis, and
potentially less than service

bureaus.
• In a multi-user network

environment, back up equipment
is part of the system (e.g. if you
have a network of 10 micro's and
one goes down, you still have

nine working).
• Easy access to a broad spectrum

of inexpensive business

software.
• Greater encouragement to use

hardware for other applications.

Some of the disadvamages would
include:
• You are responsible for keeping

the system up and running,
providing maintenance for the

software and the hardware.
• If the hardware becomes

obsolete or inadequate for your
needs, you are responsible for

replacement.

• Limited disc space
• Limited directly addressable

memory.
Obviously, the advantages must

be weighed against
_

the

disadvantages for your particular

situation. As this series progresses
we will be looking at specific

remedies for some of these

disadvantages.

Potential Applications§§|
Word processing can be one of

the most useful applications for a

small business computer. This is

especially true if you have standard
correspondence with customers
and vendors where the same
formats are used repeatedly.

Another obvious candidate for
computerization is tho accounting
system. You may consider an
integrated accounting package
which includes: General Ledger.
Debtors, Creditors, Payroll and
Inventory Control (or some
combination of these elements).

We will speak more about specific

considerations for the choice of
software in the second article, but a
word of caution i§ useful here. If

considering an off the shelf
accounting package, beware of a
"stratt-jacket" system that requires

yog to fit your business to tJie

software's mould. This kind of
prepackaged system tends to Joe
somewhat restrictive, however the

substantial cost savings of "off the

shelf" software may more than
offset the inconvenience. In other
situations, the restrictions may be
so severe that the system becomes
useless for your needs.

Additional applications may
include: order entry, production

conLrol, budgeting, and cash flow
planning. Many of these
applications may be implemented
through the use of generalized

software lor financial planning and
modelling. This software falls into

two categories: the electronic

spreadsheet (Visicalc ^yPe), or the
more formal modelling languages.
The above^ applications, if

implemented in your business,
could yield a number of benefits
including: less overtime, more
interesting work for employees,
fewer errors, more timely reports,

improvement in cash flow,
increased sales, and reduced costs.

Here is a practical example:
Tho Z.A.B. Company Ltd (a hypothetical
company! has annual sates of $2,200,000
and lhe value of goods in stock at any ong
time averages $350,000 A$ a n?5«'r o*
purchasing a- smalt business computer
end impSetitenting an invootory CQfit'Ql

system, the averngo inventory was
ledi/cod to $SJ&,0O0. By eliminatingsome

sJow moving items and improving orOot

points, Ibis reduction of $35,000 in stock

meant the company would reduce its

borrowing by an equal amount. Since the

loans were at 20 per cent interest the

ultimate result was e saving on interest

expense of $WOO in tiro first year.

This hypothetical situation points

out the potential for savings

through better asset control.

Does it still sound like your

business is ready and could benefit

from a small business computer? If

so, then let us take a look at the first

step in the selection process.

iTho feasibility study

At triis point wc neea to do a
"feasibility study" _ of your
company. The feasibility study is

intended to specifically discover ft a
computer would suit your business,

and, if so, which particular areas
would benefit from
computerization. The study also

provides the basis for the design of
your system components
(hardware, software, people, data,

procedures-!.

During the selection process it is

important to involve employees who
will be the ultimate users of the

proposed system. If they are not
interested, unco-operative, or
alienated for whatever reason, the
best system in the world will not
perform satisfactorily,

Call a meeting of all department
managers, and explain to them yOur
reasons for considering

computerisation. Tell them your
concerns, business needs, and
plans for future growth. Then find

out what concerns they might
have, alleviating their fears right

from the beginning. Openly
communicate your concern for their

welfare and desire for their help in

the evaluation process. You now
have a team.
The team's first tasfc is to review

each department's operations. They
should list the different files,

number of records on Bach, file,

number of accounts, reports

required and frequency of these
roports, personnel involved in the
department and their

responsibilities, quantity and nature
of transactions. The manager
should also define any needs or
problems he is currently having
regarding the information system,
Once this information is compiled

it is possible to determine which

Continued on page 26
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MICROS IN TH€ OFFI«
By PAUL CROOKS

Don') look at microcomputers
first - look at the application you see
them fulfilling fn the office.

That is the advice from Mr Denys
Jones, Christchurch computer
manager for chartered accountants
Lawrence, Anderson and Buddie, to
businesses intent on buying a
microcomputer.
He and other staff have recently

completed an extensive search for a
microcomputer by purchasing an
ICL Personal Computer.
They had two applications in

mind during their search:
• In-house processing. some

clients and particularly farmers
wanted their accounts done on
the spot in their home or otfice,

• Cash flow analysis, some clients
and again particularly farmers
required this.

Lawrence, Anderson and
Buddie's (LAB) IBM 34 mainframe
couldn't fulfill either of these
requirements. On-line terminaPs
were too expensive (the cost of a
microcomputer, disk drives, printer
and so on is about the same price as
a screen for the IBM} and the
software needed was either not
available or too expensive.
So to fulfill its requirements, LAB

began looking for a microcomputer
that was;
• Portable
• Compatible with the IBM 34

diskettes or had a
communications facility.

• Used an industry standard
programming language

• Used an industry standard
operating system and thus had
access to a large amount of
software including standard
packages such as debtors, wages
etc, that clients were likely to
require.

After looking carefully at
company backgrounds, LAB
selected1

1 companies on "the basis
they wouldn't be gone tomorrow"
and invited them to make
proposals.

Mevertheless LAB was
disappointed with some
microcomputer sales staff.

"We got in touch with some
micro people and the response was
nil/' said Mr Jones, "it could reflect
we were moving down market and
not making such a big purchase".
He also thought some

salespeople would be very
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Advice from
Accountants
-look at
applications first

confusing for a new parson looking
for a microcomputer.
"They would baffle them with

computereze".
After evaluating the responses

LAB decided the ICL Personal
Computer fulfilled all the points they
were looking for and commissioned
Systems Software and
Instrumentation of Christchurch to
install it.

The ICL is portable, it could be
linked white in the office to the IBM
34 via a cable, it runs as standard
the popular operating system CP/M
and programming language BASIC
which means a large amount of
software isalreadyavailableforit.

LAB looked closely at the IBM
personal computer but it's not being
offered by IBM itself in New Zealand
yet.

"As well it offers only 136 Kbytes
of storage per floppy disk compared
to the 250Kbytes per floppy on the
ICL," explained Mr Jones, "we
needed the extra capacity for larger
clients."

The price of the ICL was also
attractive at around S 11 ,000 for the
basic unit (with 64Kbytes of RAM
memory), VDU, twin 5.25 inch
floppy, disk drives and a dot matrix
printer.

Mr Jones has -found the ICL
systems documentation to be no
worse than most.

But the major reason for the
purchase of the ICL was software;
the quality, quantity and cost of the
software available to run on it.

The CP/M operating system
gives LAB access to a large amount
of software including the popular
financial planning packages such as
VisiCalc, T/Maker and CalcStar
which perform a number of
statistical calculations and help
prepare budgets and forecasts.

Continued on page 26

LAWRENCE ANDERSON
AND BUDDLE'S

MICROCOMPUTER
EVALUATION

/. Product Afe/ne

2. Manufacturer

3. New Zeafancf Distributors and
basis of distribution

4. Delivery periormancB
5. Components

a. processor type and speed
b. bits S100 or other

c. Standard memory size,

maximum memory and unit

ofexpansion
d. Static or dynamic memory,

b/ank select or not
e. direct screen addressing or

RS232 interface

f. number of Terminal
interfaces

g. printer interface

h. spare slots on bus
I. disk options capacity and

average access time of each
disk configuration^

f. disk back up (streaming
tape)

6. Operating systems
a. systems available
b. can it be CP/M compatible

7. Software
a. any special software

availabie

b. ordinary software available

c. who writessoftware
3, Costs of configurations
S, Costs ofmaintenance
W. Net working capability

1 1. Will it act as a terminal to a
remote mainframe?

12. What is installed user base in

NewZealand?
13. Documentation availabie and

quality of documen ta tion

14. Warrantyperiod
15. General comments on

componentry and
expandibi/ity.



KL is getting

personal
ICL is already a well-

known leader in large

computers for large projects.

Now ICL introduce* a new
range ol muiti-lunctic-n

PERSONAL Computers
specifically designed tof the

small to medium sized

business, and the first time

Priced competitively, tha
range o( ICL PERSONAL
business systems are available

for immediate delivery. See
them demonstrated al ICL
TRADER POINT outte;s.

FULL ASSURANCE
The new compact

computers from iCl offer

assurance of back-up and
technical assistance that on ty

a large international computer
company is able to provide.

Right now . . . and in the

future. An ICL assurance lhat

Is vital for the secure growth ol

youp business.

BUSINESS EXPANSION
Every business needs to-

grow The versatile ICL

PERSONAL Business
Computer has full capacity to

expand with your needs, (torn

increased data storage

enhancements to multiple

screens and printers. No need
to change systoms every few
years - ICL PERSONAL
Computers will grow as your
business expands. Unlike-

many micro computers, ICL
PERSONAL Computers can
handle word processing

concurrently with other

business applications. Large

data storage - minimum ol

64 Kbyte memory store, flexi

disks and 5 Mbyte hard dish

options, allowing full flexibility

FITS IN . . . FAST
Learning how to use an

ICL PERSONAL is quick
end easy. No additional staff

needed. No special

installation. Just plug In

anywhere and it fits your
office routine immediately.

Your staff will welcome t ho
ICL PERSONAL (or its

speed, accuracy and the
variety of tasks it can
handle. A small business

computer PLUS word
processing options AND
information processing.

ICL PERSONAL
COMPUTERS
ttiink last /o/ you.'

(Or your expanding business

systems.

SOFTWARE — READY,
WILLING AND ABLE
A wide range of software

packages eliminatesneed (or

expensive,, specifically written

programs. Packages are
avai lable to suit your
business whether Its

Invoicing, stock control,

general accounting orword
processi ng. Simply explain
your needs to the TRADER
POINT specialists. They'll

assistyou in selecting a
program that gets you straight

down to business.

To: ICL TRAD EH POINT
P.O. Box 394, Wellington

Please send me furllww information on ICL Personal

Corwouters

Name:

Business Ngmo/Tille:

Address*

Phone:

SEE FOR YOURSELF
Send this coupon now for more

in-formal ion. Check out how easy
they are to use and how ICL
PERSONAL Computers can help

answer your business problems .

in an instant,

B
trader point

•••••
•••••••••

••



MICROS IN TH€ OFFICC

This article discusses the way you
can design and write a small

business system once you have

carried Qtft the investigation

outlined last month in the first part

of this series.

By KERRY MARSHALL
Keep it Simple

This must be the guiding principle

behind your early attempts to

produce computer systems.

Simplicity amounts to providing the

software to handle 80-90 per cent of

the processing and leaving the user

to handlo the exceptions manually.

Start with the OUTPUTS
Prepare samples of each output

and describe how it is to be
produced. This will indicate what
stored data and input information is

needed to accomplish the output.

For example a library system to

record periodical circulation might
have as i ts primary ou tputs:

" listing of all periodicals in

alphabetical sequence.
' listing of all people showing
which periodicals they receive.
1 circulation lists showing the

periodicals and the people

receiving each one.
From this we can see that two

main files are needed with a cross-

reference method

:

* Periodicals file - would have
data about each periodical

:

title.

topics,

subscription date,

publisher.
* Read ers file - persons name

location or number
periodicals required.

Inputs and Processes
Now consider how each file will

be handled. Both will need a
program to add records, delete old

records, and to -amend data.

We will also need a program to

produce each report, and the only

problem is how to produce lha

cross-referenced list of periodicals

and readers.

Experience
Here there is no substitute for

experience. If you do not have
access to suitable manuals, or a
user group, then you just start from
scratch and experiment.

There are numerous ways you
could set up the files but the best

way will depend on the disc

Operating system and the ability of

the programmer.
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Developers of software have
given new meaning to the word
experiment, with many a successful

software package evolving from the

trial and error programming of an
inexperienced user. It is beyond the

scope of this articlO to look into the

details of file design, but perhaps

future articles by specialists in

different machines might give some
advice.

Key points:

Avoid excessive waste space
(even if you have no constraint

now, you may rififid rho spaco
tomorrow).

Make sure security copies or

back-up procedures are well

thought out

.

t
" Avoid storing extraneous data.

The key
to a

good
system:

Keep it

SIMPLE

-,,:

Program specifications

By now you will have broken the

processing required into distinct

steps. Each step will become a
program. In some cases, steps may
be combined, but only where the

functions are compatible.

For example in our periodicals

system, the periodicals file

maintenance and listings routine

may be combined into the same
program. The advantage then ts

that after maintaining the file a
listing can be done without
changing programs (the program
would of course display the

functions as options). The
disadvantage is that stepping from
the system menu to the listing

requires the loading of the now
large maintenance program.

For each of the steps you should

prepare a program specification

which will have:

•An introduction - program
objectives or purpose outline of

how it works.
* Program name - a unique

identifier.

* File Definition - full details o1

the file including name, location,

block and record size, layouts of

all the records.
* Report layout - showing how

data is to be printed, and or

displayed on the screen.
* Processing - a description of

all steps to be followed including

error handling, control

procedures, input checking,

calculations required.

Writing the program
There are many text books and

magazine articles which describe

the process of writing a program
and the principles of the various

design methodologies. I will limit

myself to the key items affecting the

microcomputer user.

Inputs: this is where many systems
*all down . A good input routine will:

• Only allow valid keys to be
pressed (e.g. to 9 when
numerics ore required!.

Prevent input past the

maximum length allowed

.

* Check the input for accuracy
and ask for re-input if it is wrong.
• Not make assumptions (e.g. if

No or Yes is required, don't

accept any other input if it's not
Yes).
* Display a default value

wherever possible as a prompt
and use that value if the return

key is pressed without any other

entry being made.
" Require all input to be
completed by pressing return

(even one-key entries!!.

Screen
Thfe ts the interface with the user

and should be designed with the
user's help.

Use meaningful error messages,
and indicate progress during periods

of apparent inactivity. There is

nothing more alarming to a user

when he or she presses return - the

screen goes blank and the machine
sits there seemingly dormant.
When updating a file or doing a

search, I show the current record

number and key so that the user can
Continued on page 31



BUSINESS

Two accountants in the Auckland

area were attracted to the Osborne
1 computer by overseas articles;

subsequent investigation led to

purchase of machines which have

now been in use for several months.

Lex Davidson is a chartered

accountant, with the Takapuna

branch of Kenton Cox and Co. He
first noticed the Osborne computer
advertised in overseas computer
magazines. He was attracted by its

standard so-ftware, portability and
RS 232 port.

He checked with Dr Jim Baltaxe

of the Osborne user group in

Palmerslon North, to see if he found

the system as good as advertised.

Subsequently Mr Davidson
purchased an Osborne Eor himself to

use as an educational tool and has

since written several games
as exercises

.

Ho has developed a program to

account for time spent on clients

behalf. All clients are listed on the

machine; referenced by the first •few-

letters of their name. Details of time

spent are entered and time sheets

compiled and printed off. Thus, Mr
Davidson has a complete history of

time spent and full details available

for billing,

Currently Mr Davidson is the only

person in his firm with a

microcomputer. He is interested in-

programming to a degree, so he can
talk more easily to people who
program for his clients, but is not

particularly interested in machine
language.

The Osborne's smaSI screen has
clear definition and presents no
problem for personal use.

"The keyboard feels good and as
a non-typist the numerical keypad

was important" says Mr Davidson.

"A typist may tend to use the

numbers on the main keyboard, but

if you have used a calculator or area

processer operator, then the

numerical keyboard is excellent."

Of the software provided with the

Osborne Mr Davidson has found the

Supercalc spreadsheet program
the most useful so far. His

appl ications for Supercalc have been
cash flow projections, sales mix
analysis and break-even analysis.

The office operates on a time

share basis with mainframes at CBL
and 06 M. He was able to use the

microlink communications program

Office micro also

linked to bureau

Annette, of the staff of Auckland accountant. Lex Davidson, using

the Osborne computer.

to convert the Osborne to a terminal

and thus easily transfer files to and
from the CBL mainframe computer.

As he has no letter-quality printer

the Wordstar word processor js of

interest only at this stage. He has
however, plugged in and run LA120

By CATHY ARROW
and MX 100 printers, driven by

Wordstar with ease.

Meanwhile, in central Auckland a

firm of chartered accountants who
purchased their Osborne in July

have been using it in conjunction

with a Wang 2200VP computer
which uses Hartley software.

This arrangement is proving

extremely useful and time saving in

audit and cash flow applications

now that the initial setting up is

done.

In audit work, statistical sampling

and analysis can take a long time.

Selection and sorting is much

quicker by computer than by
manual means. The computer is

unequalled in speed and efficiency

for selecting and sorting a random
number of samples, as a basis of

items to test in an audit situation.

In this office also, Supercalc is

used for cash flow forecasts. The
Wordstar word processor is utilised

for confirmation letters, using a

client data file to provide the
information. If no reply is received
within two weeks a second letter is

generated. Form letters are easily

personalised. They are currently

setting up a standard audit program
on Wordstar, tailored to print the
individual client's circumstance.
The Osborne's ability to operate on
Hie spot in the clients office,

eliminates the need to travel back to
one's office to use a computer
system, thus saving const-durable

time, The ease with which a
microcomputer may be taken home
is a distinct advantage.
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From page 22

Advice from
Accountants
"These programs cost a few

hundred dollars whereas a financial

package for the IBM 34 costs
$1 3,000, explained Mr Jones.
"As well the IBM package is not

as user-friendly which is importantif
it is going to be used by computer
unintelligent end users at all."

The cash flow and farm accounts
software* l.AB needed was provided
in one $600 package, the Financial
Recording System, developed by
the Kellogg Farm Management Unit
ai Lincoln College.

With the right software available,

inexpensively, it was decided to
purchase the ICL and "migrate the
data rather than the software." That
is the ICL does the analysis then the
results are communicated to the
IBM which stores the data, sorts it

and produces final accounts at the
end of the financia I year

,

Mr Jones concedes another
reason for the purchase of the ICL
Personal Computer was that
otherwise clients, wanting the
advantages of a microcomputer
might go out and buycf their own.
He sees some clients still doing

this in the future and while LAB
would rather see clients using its

machines it is now advising clients

on what microcomputers to buy,
This is because they will still use

LAB for some analysis and accounts
and it "gives us protection from
clients coming in with disks from
unfamiliar machines."
To help in this all LAB's New

Zealand offices participated to
compile a survey on most
microcomputers available in New
Zealand. They compared them on a
number of points (see box).
Mr Jones thinks the survey is as

good as any but because the market
ic co big and changeable, trntt* will

continue to be devoted to upgrade
the survey.

From pageZ1

departments will benefit from the

use of the computer and which will

not. You may even conclude that
there is insufficient need to justify

purchasing a computer at this point
in time.

Based on the data gathered, you
will have available the information
necessary for specifying the needs
to be filled by the system that is

ultimately selected. The information
should be sufficiently detailed so
that you can determine the number
of work stations, disc storage size,

and other system components in

the system specification portion of
the project.

Below is an example of

specifications for a typical

accounting application:

; Accounts Receivable "

:

iifjurnbir;-: of credit / customers?
-.Number

|

;: of credit
;
invoices

prepared:per rnonth'

;; Nwrnber :

c>*. cash Tpceipis- ®$<
;
sccourupermoiith?
.Number -of credited nbit memos"
i^iiedeaehmodth?

. Meiaimum invoices; open per
•customer atone time? ;.'

" " ''' X'.'C\ ' " '
"!''''

iH-ovy often are ' statements;

I produced for c uatbrr ie i
s

'

.^prepared?: ''

;VVha ' ;
0' her reports 'Me lEfjuirRtl

li i:>t iUhe system?;
Dons the quantity of transaction

;
in the System have $

j
-peat* l0ticj;pf

orhercvljqalfeatiire? • v

iVVhatis the ostirhntari -growth in

thn -quantity of :.: transactions over

:trtenQj(t(ive years?
.: dumber of staffm departriiGht?
• What nG^ris- &0$o&$i$i;^-y<iti
' -currently haye-m-the system? :.':..

Ciri.-m D^utdrs- collection period

. ..

.

—:—i—-—

380 :

- '
'

" '
: . : . : . . :.-....:.... '.

.
.

'
',','.'%

approximately 20 but average 3 to
\

Sinvoicesv '

;(Wfdhthiy .

.

Monthly t>ut would jike weekly %
Guriehtly none: iw.i would tike 3
weekly anafysiSrO* cash ftow.

\

I rivoicing currently rises toil B;peak

!

at month end and then tapers -of!

for aweek; or sr?.

lliKe*piioUfd:thafsales:trarisac^
;

long: wijl dpiitble -over ttle : next fsve

i

yeSrbi.- :.;
.':'.-.'.

Truae clerks and one rrsanagor :.-

The: department is often oyer'
\

worked $;x rn'orvth ©
:

!irJ/;v>iift;jjfial«s.:

ibad
:

invoicing! ^rtd Rending Qui

statements. Also nwoi) {9mk$:
reports men tinned'above l- ' :

:

i'i nil i'iI
\- '-'- -'-''- -.:'-':. .:."* ":

".

:

When the details have been
gathered for all departments or
areas of responsibility, hold another
meeting of managers and users to

discuss the results. Evaluate the
data gathered in the feasibility

study, and come to a consensus on
whether to computerise.

Pf the decision is to go ahead with
automation, then the decision must
also_ be made as to which
applications within which
departments justify the expenditure.
It should also be established which
additional applications will be
brought on lino over the five year
time frame of 1he initial system
implementation. This will establish
the boundaries of the size of system
required

.

At this point, most of the
groundwork needed to prepare a
detailed list of your system
specification and requirements has
been done. Based on this detailed
list, the process of selecting the
right system, can proceed.

Now you can have a nice long
talk with the salesman at the

computer store, knowing you won't
be swamped with his sales pitch,
ptich.

Next month we will look at the
process of selecting the right

system for your needs.

1. 'Computerisation; still a
calculated risk", by Peter Issac,
in The Accountants Journal
June? 1982.

(John Vargo is a iectvrer m
accountancy at (he University o!
Canterbury}.
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SINCLRIR

By R. HUNT

Minefield is a game thai runs on
the IK Sinclair ZX81. The object of

this game is toscore as many points

as possible. To do this you must
pilot your shfp through a minefield.

The game begins after the
background and mines have been
plotted.

There is a bonus score il you
manage to hit tho "X".
You are able to move by using

"B" for down and "H" for up,

If you collide with a mine the

game concludes by displaying a
score which is proportional to the

amount of moves you have
survived.

For those: who are skilled enough
to navigate the first field, another

will be created, this will continue
until you have been destroyed.

If you are able toscore more than

3000, consider yourself an expert. If

you wish you could use other
graphic symbols, I have used simple
ones.

The variables are;

K-score; W-horizontal position of

ship; Q-vertical position of ship;

A-8-positions of mines; R-PEEK
result,

The loops are: 10-30 sets up
variables; 40-60 draws background;
70-1 10 draws mines; 120 bonus
object; 130-220 is the main
program loop.

THIS APPLE
MEANS BUSINESS.
Muni 'i;,-! - II Hi-[' a-

5n< [>»i" C* ritt
.
iliit

.

,' ii' » Tftfltt

-r, m.
..

•V... . 15 IT*rpr-«^ll

Ccrv.n wlaee
Jitoouy OoxTh-im.

I
i W"-

rwrntwn

;

John Bowman

COmpUTHRiOUTH
flcppiG computer

Sail your way
through this

Program listing10 LET K = PI-PI

201 FT W= PI-PI —
30LETQ=4
4QFORN =QT0 7

50 PRINT AT N,0;" 27 OF GHRS 128"

60 NEXT N
70 FOR G= I TO 38
80 LET A = INT {RND"22) + 4
90 LET B = INT(RMD"8J
100 PRINT AT B,A;"

"

1 10 NEXT G
120 PRINT AT RND'7, RNO'2&; "fl'

130 PRINT AT Q. W;
140 LET R = PEEK (PEEK 16398- 256# PEEK 1S399)

150 PRINT &

'

160 IF R = THEN PRINT "CRASH ";K;0
170 IF R = 189 THEN LSTK=K-HO0
180 LET W =W+1
190LETQ = Q-4-(INKEY$ = "B" AND Q<7)-(INKEYS = -'H"]

200 IF W = 27 THEN GOTO 20
210LETK = K-l-10

220 GOTO 130
Note:(3andG3ar-e inverse characters

FARM SOFTWARE
FOB

FARMERS AND FARM ACCOUNTANTS
THE FARM COMPUTER SYSTEM FOR THE FUTURE!
Deigned by farming professionals and de/elnncd by nompjiar iiiofessionels loi

TARM PLAN (NZl LIMITED.

A FARM BUSINESS MANAGEMENT SYS

f-or use by;

Farmn
FafiD Spu'icp Biisimrajos

Farm Accounlanic

EiK^me flfld ¥t>)v lienMi! wogrjihi la' (lock. f)Ads*V tficodl arA ai duties. 'j'"i rajr*}*m<ni

inni^XHr(lhi"((v.jiF

To quote a user,
"Tie fan Busptrss kt$Mf/emeil Syttttti n emtfy wAw it sefs ff is. » 'srsictnZ It n mi swoty *

Cost/ Boob wj sfml Alto* *tf Hn Itnmn. mlvuf n is J cw&tote mfpovnitiiS .'ami mw,vm>f

TAKE Y0UH USEFUL INFORMATION INTO THE FUTURE ON FARM PIAN

IMZ} LIMITED/S FARM BUSINESS MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS.
I m .i fcfflOMtmiiOfl oi IwthN p.ittcuia't coni+rl H ft Lissntnan, phono Dmsichi*ch 657-232 iiiriiime

' Farm Plan (NZ) Limited,

P.O. Box 1 1138 Chrisfcliuirh 1.
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By STEVEN DARNOLD

Convening programs from one
type of computer to run on a
different type is usually quite

difficult. However, the VIC and the

PET are so similar that most PET
programs in BASIC will run o-n the

VIC without too much difficulty.

However. VIC owners who want to
run PET programs will p-robablv
have to makeseveral alterations.

Becauce ths PET has nearly

twice as many columns as the VIC,

some PRINT statements will be
broken in the middle of words and
wrap 'round to the next line. Usually
this is easily fixed by breaking up the

PRINT statements. However, on
some occasions, it's necessary that
one PET line end up as one VIC line.

Forexamplea PRlNTed chessboard
can not have the tail-end of each
row wrapping 'round to the next
line. In this case it is necessary to
compress the PET line (usually by
removing spaces*. Sometimes the

wrap 'round is so bad that the VIC
user has difficulty figuring out what
is supposed to be happening. In this

case it may be helpful to discard the

excess characters on each tine until

the pattern is clearer.

Other commands affected by
the VIC's 22-column screen are

POS. TAB, and SPC. POS is most
often used1 to test for the end of a

line, in which case it will need to be
reduced by about 18. TAB. SPC,
and comma are used to format
printing on the screen. Their values

will have to be reduced to fit the VIC
screen, and some o1 the printing

may have to be abbreviated.
Usually an INPUT in a PET

program will occur on the same Jine

as its prompt. However, the VIC
does not like wrapping 'round on an
INPUT, so it is usually best to start

INPUTS on a fresh line. Therefore a
statement like lNPUT"prompt";AS
should be changed to

PRINT"prompt":INPUT A$.
Additionally, many PET programs
have three spaces and three cursor-

lefts at the end of a prompt in order

to avoid dropping out of the

program on a null input. Since the

VIC does not stop -on a null input,

such extra characters at the end of

prompts can be left out.

The further a PET program is
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Running PET
programs
on your VIC

from mainstream BASIC, the more
difficult it will be to convert. Since
PEEK, POKE, and WAIT address
specific memory locations, it may
be awkward to find the equivalent
locations in the VIC. SYS and USR
are even worse because they jump
to machine language routines.

The accompanying chart lists

the most frequently used addresses
for PEEK, POKE, and WAIT and
gives suggestions for conversions to

the VIC. PEEKS and POKEs to the
screen, however, are not so simply
dealt with. Because the PET screen
is laid out in rows of 40, vertical lines

are POKEd by taking steps of 40;
and diagonal linos, by steps of 39 or
41. On the VIC, however, vertical

lines require steps of 22 and
diagona I lines, steps of 21 or 23. VIC
users will have to change screen
offsets of 39, 40, 41, —39

r
-40 and

-41
. 32768 is thfl upper left corner

of the PET screen, 32807 is the

upper right, 33728 is the lower left,

and 33767 is the lower right. VIC
owners doing conversions are

advised to rule off a 25 x 40 grid and
number the squares accordingly.

Usually PET programs

containing a SYS or USB are too

difficult to convert, Even a

knowledge of 6502 machine

language may not be enough.

However, sometimes the SYS or

USR can simply be left out.

For example, a
popular SYS routine flashes the
screen. Dropping such a SYS does
no harm.

The PET and the VfC are very
similar. They can read each other's

cassettes and disks, they use the
same graphics set, they control the
cursor the same way, and they have
roughly the same architecture.
Therefore, with a little bit of effort,

VIC users will be able to run most of
the many PET programs.

Common Pet addresses for PEEK, POKE, and WAIT

40-53

141-143

144

151

152

158

166

167

623-632

634-1017

32768-33767

59464

59466

59467

59468

pointers; indentical to VIC 43-56

clock: VIC 164-162

POKE 144 is used to disable the stop key: it can be left out

PEEK 151 is used to see which key is heUd down
(64 = none)--values returned are

different than those of PET
WAIT 152,1 waits until the shift key is pressed: VIC 653

number of characters in keyboard buffer: VIC 198

sirnilartoPET151: VIC203
POKE 167.0 turns on cursor: VIC 204

Keyboard buffer: VIC 631-640

cassette buffers (machine coded is often POKEd into this
area—easy conversion unlikely): VIC 828-1019

screen memory (see article!

POKE 59464 plays note (1 - hi. 255= 1o)

POKE 59466 sets octave for note 115 = 10, 51 = mid
85 = hi}

POKE 59467,16 turns on sound 10 = off)

POKE 59468,34 sets upper/tower case (12 - graphics*
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BBC
From page 5

2 handshake connections via a

26-pin plug.

• A/D converter: A 4-channel
Analogue/Digital converter is

made available via a 15-pin D
socket. Apart from the

analogue inpu channels there is

a light-pen connection.

• TUBE: This is a special interface

for a second processor. Which
will be your choice of either

another 6502 or a 280 running
CP/M both with 6GK of user
memory and in the pipeline is a
16-bit National 16032 machine
capable of addressing 16MB of

memory,

• Graphics: A range of eight

modes from vary high
resolution in two colours to

medium resolution in 16
colours. (Eight colours and
eight fleshing options) to jusl

text. Modes use between 20K
and IK of memory.

• User port: This is an eight-bit

parallel I/O port via a 20-pin

plug, for PET users it is an
unbuffered B side of a 6522PIA.

• Sound; Thfs comes standard
with models A and B. And is

implemented via a small internal

speaker. It can play three-note

chords and make a variety of
noises.

• Cassette interface: This is one
of the best features of the BBC
micro. Why? Because it can
handle cheap cassette recorders

and the volume and speed
fluctuations that go with them.
Speed is 1200 bits per second
and 300 bps standard cuts
format for compa facility.

Speech synthesiser: This option

has two purposes, to give the

computer a voice and to control

special ROM packs thai can be
fitted. It has a built in

vocabulary of 150 words and in

addition you can program your
own words.

Software

Memory in the BBC micro is

divided into two 32K parts. The top
32K is used for ROMs and memory
mapped I/O,

This contains a powerful
Operating System, an Assembler,

and an excellent BASIC. The only

problem with having all this

software in ROM is ttiat it only

leaves you with 32K of RAM, which
depending on the graphics option

leaves you between 27.5K and 8.5K
for program space. I felt this was
the worst feature of the machine.

-7.7. .......

'Exciting...

or

i&'\

:/'.-'' -t/&
'

it

could
>

BASIC

The BASIC in the 8BC micro is

not Microsoft but a product of

Acorn, It is just about standard

Microsoft but with a number of

improvements.

The best of those areProcedyres

and Functions. BBC BASIC do&s
have the normal GOSUB. but in

addition it has a DEF statement
which you use to define functions

(DEF FN name (parameter listl) and
procedures (DEF PROC name
(parameter list}). These are called by
FN name (parameters) and PROC
name (parameters) and for the first

time a micro has structured BASIC.

Other goodies are REPEAT....

UNTIL loops (Pascal fans take note)

and the assembler which can be
mixed almost indiscriminantly with

BASIC.

Sound as mentioned in the

hardware section has four channels
(three notes, one noise) these are

controlled by a SOUND statement.

There is also an ENVELOPE
statement, which can vary the

amplitude and/or the pitch of a
sound while it is playing. This lets

you get on with the program while a
complex sOund is beihgi produced,

Graphics is easily controllable

from BASIC, with the PLOT
statement being the graphics
workhorse. It can plot a point, a
dotted line, a solid line and even a
solid triangle. The graphics on the

BBC micro isfar too complicated for

me to do justice to it u't na^Hs a
separate article), but it is fun,

powerful, and quite easy to use.

Editor

The screen editor is extremely
easy to use. There are 2 cursors
which separate when one of the
arrow keys is pressed; they are the
read cursor and the write cursor.
The write cursor behaves normally
and will accept text from the
keyboard, but the read cursor cen
be moved anywhere on the screen
and then text can bo copied from
tho read cursor to the write cursor
by pressing the COPY key.

Conclusion

Apart from a lack of memory
(which can be remedied by a second
processor) there are no major faults

with this machine. It is probably the

most exciting micro I have seen to

date, more for what it could become
than for what it is now.

Let's hear

from you
"B/ts & Bytes" wants
publrshable tetters from
readers, Please keep them
within 150 words, and do not
use a pen name. Any longer
contributions wUI be
considered for publication es
an article. Technical
questions, beefs about how
home-computer users arc

treated by the bureaucracy,
bricks and bouquets... all will

be welcome. The editors.
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From page 9

170 FORU1TOT2'do12jumps
180 PRINT@413,MN5(2) 'print first

position

185 FOR XX=1 TO 90: NEXT XX
'delay

200 PRIMT@413.MNS(3I 'print

second position

205 FOR XX = 1 TO 90: NEXT XX
'delay

2T0 NEXT I

220 PRINT@)4l3,MN$n) 'print
resting position

230 PRINT@859. "PHEW!!":CHRS
I3UJ clears to the end of the line

being printed on
250 DATA 160, 190. 180. 32. 32.

140. 174, 140, 132. 32, 152, 129

137, 144, 32 REM data for first

figure

260 DATA 136, 176. 190, 180. 152,

32, 130, 174, 134, 32, 128, 152,

129. 137, 144 REM data for second
figure

270 DATA 32. 160. 190, 180. 32,

32, 160, 174, 164, 32, 136, 161, 149,

181. 137: REM data for third figure

280 END
Experiment with the program: try

changing the length of the delay

loops, or eliminating them entirely

10- see how fast string graphics really

can be!

This technique can be elaborated

much more, for example by packing

l€TT€RS

The Poly, etc
Dear Sirs,

It was with some distress that I

noted N. M. Moir's letter in your Fast

issue and feel thai some points need
to be clarified.

1, The in-service course in Question
was organised privately. I am
sure the course committee
concerned did what they felt was
appropriate, in view of th e limited

number of machines available
and the need to heighten the
awareness of teachers with little

computer experience. It is not the
policy of Polycorp NZ, Ltd, to
ban from courses or
demonstrations , compu ter

enthusiasts, and maths teachers.

Rather the reverse.

2. Because Polycorp is more than
interested in selling its wares,
two letters were sent, last term,
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the graphics characters into string

by POKE commands. But the basic

idea is the same. Maybe we can
look at string packing at another
time. Those o1 you who have seen
ANDROID NIMy DANCING
DEMON, or DUEL-N-DROIDS will

be aware of how good this method
can be.

There are one or two traps - be
careful to note where the cursor

finishes after each PRINT statement
especially. In the program above the

cursor was placed at the bottom-left

corner of each figure. Notice that I

have used semicolons in most of th e

print statements to avoid scrolling

problems.

You should be able to find a chart

with all the graphics characters in

you r user manual if not, send me a

stamped addressed envelope,cA the

magazine, with a note saying what
you want, and I will post you one -

but no SAE means no chart I

A note for experienced
programmers

Over the last month or so I have
been avidly studying a very
interesting and important book;
"Basic Faster and Better", by Lewis
Rosenfelder. This is one of theTRS-
80 Mysteries" series, published by
IJG Books.

to every school in the country
who had thus far, little contact
with the Poly system. One was
sent to the principal and the

other, surprise, was sent to the

H.O.D. mathematics. The final

paragraph invited any interested

schools to contact Polycorp and
arrange a demonstration.

3. The Poly has been demonstrated
in small centres, such as
Geraldine, Lumsden,
Palmerston, Te Kao and
Pleasant Point, primarily as a
result of letters sent last erm.
If N. R. Moir likes to contact

Polycorp, we will gladly arrange to

visit his school and demonstrate the

Poly system.
Yours sincerely,

JanMcKenzie,
Education Services Manager
Polycon? NZ, Ltd,

It is packed with tricks and
techniques for making your
programs faster, better and easier to

write. The techniques vary widely;

they include methods for including

machine-code routines in BASIC
without reserving memory and an
enormous number of subroutines

and functions

Just to get the flavour, here are

two useful functions which
Rosenfelder mentions, just in

passing:
10 DEF FN H2S(A%I = MIDSCOI
23456789ABCDEF". INT <A%/161
-H,1}-rMID$("Q123456789ABC
DEF", A%-INT <A%/16>"16+1.
1)

20 DEF FN H4$(A2%) = FN H25
(ASC(MIDS{MKI$(A2%),2)*) t
FNH2$(ASCIMK1$(A2%)»
The first function, H2$<A%),

converts an integer between and
255 to Hex, while the second
handles the conversion trom -32768
to 32767.
The book has two faults. At

$38.95 it is rather expensive (but all

books are these days), and it is

rather hard to read the program
listings - they are all compressed. It

is definitely not a book for the
beginner, and you must have disk

BASIC. And don't show it to any of

the structured programming
fanatics - they might burst a blood
vessel!

I got my copy from MPS, 940a
Colombo Street, Christchurch,

jThianks totba many pflopte;vvhc

;
have! bothered to write to me as f

resuljt, of tfiis'lebfuror!, 'Yes,:: theft

was w - Sritbtrietic el \ error ; try xhc
sound routine igiven .in the firs

issu&, 'WhicHtfrctseby^rny making 31

error ' in '.'.'.. Subtraction!^ • -The
\

embarrassment :this causes ;a •maths •

leacher: -can. ;&e imagined^ *; JTho

;

'program- 'for 16K machines tries; to \

I
POKE more ! numbers than are fiiven \

•as data., -The easiest cure; is to"

; ctiange327S7 (in line 40) i6^2766,>:

;

Take 100'lines; Gordon,; I must use

;3 calculator and riot eQuot on; my-
:fingers!;,:,^:;-;:.;:

::'i

:

:

:
---

:

ost your subscription

t to us today



SINCLAIR
This circuit may be used with any

matrix encoded keyboard using up
lo 8 lines per side 10 detect a key
closure. As shown it is very suitable

for the ZX81 and is a great reducer

Of keyboard errors. Logic is

negative, i.e. Or represents a
keyboard enclosure.
With the ZX81 the inputs to the

140686 are taken from: the five-way
keyboard ribbon connector on the
main 2X81 circuit board. The
original built on "Veroboard" is

mounted under the keyboard of the
ZX81 beside the power supply
regulator. The "beeper" unit may
be mounted in any convenient
position. Five volts can be taken
from the output of the on-board
regulator.

Both TTL level and "AC"
"beepers" can be used, circuit Kb)
generating a square wave off

approximately 4kHz for the AC
variety. This section is not needed
for a TTL level type. Ic2 a and b are

used as a "Pulse Stretcher" to

convert keyboard pulses into a 20m
sec pulse for a suitable tone length.

This hardware improvement M
for the ZXSf is by CLIFFORD I
WRIGHT,

The values of R2/C2 are set to oive

a 4kH2 square wave. Some
'beepers" may give better results at

other frequencies in the 1 kHz to

6kHz range.
Volume is sot by the value oi the

series resistor R3. Typical values
range between 470 ohms and 12 k

ohms depending on the transducer

used.
It is important to ensure that the

"beeper" is not of the type which
requires a lot of drive power. Some
small units on the New Zealand
market need as much as 50 to 100
mA to operate end are not suitable.

Parts list

Id 1 only 14068B Integrated circuits

lc21onty4093B
R1 /R2 2 only 220 k ohm 54 watt 5%
resistors

R3 1 only 470 ohrnM2k ohm % watt
5%
1 only 0.1 F 50 volt mylar film

capacitor

1 only 0.0047 F 50 volt mylar film

capacitor (4700 pF)

1 only audible alarm unit ("beeper")
jtypes PkB8 - 484AO, or Pk89 - 3A0.

lor similar

The total cost should not exceed
1*10 - $-12.

A 'beeper' to cut
keyboard errors

Audible feedback for keyboards.

Sum/ •<!**,"? "**

a
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For DC type "beeper" connect 2 to X, for AC type, connect 2 to Y.

BUSINESS

see at any time that the machine is

doing something and how far it has
got to go.

Program design
Plan your program first • set out

the steps it will do and prepare a list

of variables to be used. Use grojps
of names for common purposes e.g.

C for counts, T for totals. Try to be
consistent between programs so
that in time you can easily look

through a program and see what is

going on,
" Include remarks in your program -

the manuals will tell you that it will

run faster without spaces or

remarks but the small saving in time
will disappear if you later have to

look through a crammed program.
* Set out the code in blocks - e.g.

one block for all the input, one for

output, and so on. It again makes
the program more legible i(\ the

future.

ftMul-LM££l

* Put frequently used blocks at the

front of your program. Put those

used only once or twice at the end.

Many BASIC'S search from the

front of the program when a (50 TO
or GOSUB is encountered. If the

routine is at the end there 3 re that

many more steps required each
time.

Summary
the writing of programs is one of

the more creative aspects of

computers, but is also the most
expensive. Good planning in this

stage of the system will speed up
the process and make the finished

article a quality product that will

stand the test of time. The key is to

make it simple.
Next month we will look at

getting the programs tested, setting

up the system and implementing it.

Also a look at the weak link •

documentation.
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SCHOOL
COMPETITION

WIN A SINCLAIR ZX81!
The prize for competition No. 1 for school pupils is a Sinclair ZX8 1 supplied by David Rcid Electronics.

Tlie deadline for the competition has now been extended w December 20, Our apologies to those who rushed
lo have their onirics in by November 5. If they wish they may send a subsequent, revised entry to take
advantage of the extra time.

It's free
All you need is one of the entry cards thai is now included with all copies of Ihe magazine. This ensures that
you Or your family cither subscribe or have bought a copy from a boob or computer store (we can't SUrYlVC on
library subscriptions alone, worthy as these are),

The task
Write a game with minimum graphics or none. Supply a program that will generate a game one or more
persons can pJay at a keyboard. It can be any game hut it must be ORIGINAL!

Conditions
1. The subject must be as outlined above.

2. The program must be cither entirely in BASIC or lar&cly in BASIC. Ifaiiy machine code is used, it must be
well documented so that it is quickly evident to the judges what ilie code "is doing.

3. A prim-out containing a listing, and a run on a continuous piece of paper is required If the run can be
performed adequately only on screen, then supply a written description of what happens in the run.
(NtMc: If you doiTl have access to a printer try contacting one of ihc micro dubs titled in-UITSfi BYTES" for help Asa Ira icum
MM) us a lape.al yourown rirtJ.

4. The entrant must send with the print-out a sheet of paper containing the entrant's:
• Full name* Address* School* Age» Form
• Name of program • Machine it's for • Memory it takes • Entry card (see above).

Deadline for entries
Entries for this first competition must be received by "HITS & BYTES" by Monday, December 20. Please

send entries, Che sooner the better, to:

Competition No. 1

"BITS & BYTES'*
Box 827

Christchurch

What the judges will be looking for:

The outside judge and one from "BITS & BYTES" will select finalists largely from prim-outs and the final

group will be given runs. However, depending on time and number of entries it may be possible to run all

entries. The judges will take strong account of comprcheiiMbility of programs. Ease of understanding may
well be more important than speed and elegance. Use plenty of REM statements, make it tidy, and

structured. The judges will be lookingat it just as you look at u program in a book.

GETTHAT ENTRY IN ASSOON AS POSSIBLE: More competitions coming!
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GRAPHICS
From poge 17

graphics screen to display text

there: valuable but inflexible. With
others a great deal of programming
can achieve similar results. Only in

the most receni releases is this

facility well developed. The BBC
microcomputer for instance allows

it through its VDU command. The
new 16-bit Corvus Concept also has
a BASIC command for Shis which
allows several windows for text

and/or graphics to be operated on
simultaneously.

In summary, the graphics ability

of a machine in the hands of an

average user is governed by how
easily he can get results. If he is

working with BASIC what he can
achieve will be governed by the

capabilities of the BASIC he is

using, but each BASIC has greatly

different graphics capability built

into it. Assessing those capabilities

is a quite daunting task requiring

technical judgement arid a clear idea

of just what the programmer will

want, at some time In the future, to

achieve. For the computer buyer the

advice is bother with software as

A typical screen using viewports. Each graph displays the same
information but has been scaled to fit the viewport.

AVW
I

well as hardware specifications. The
built-in BASICs are getting ever
more powerful.

Naturally BASIC cannot meet ell

your needs in the long run. One
alternative increasingly open is to get

oxtra software. You can for instance

buy other languages such as Pascal.

Forth, or LOGO. Alternatively you
can buy some specifically graphics
utilities to do extra things Tor you.
The last two articles in this series

will look at other languages and
available software utilities.

Progeni takes control
As micro users will have read in

the daily press, the Development
Finance Corporation has announced
that it has transferred its majority
shareholding in Polycorp New
Zealand, Lid, to the software and
systems, company, Progeni, of

Lower Hutt.

Progeni had been a minority
partner in the Poly venture, but now
will be the majority partner, while

tha D.F.C. retains a 25 per cent

shareholding.

"A major objective behind the

establishment of Polycorp was for

the company to handle tha

introduction of the POLY system to

New Zealand schools," said Mr
Murray Smith, assistant general

manager of the D.F.C., of the

change.
"Unfortunately, continuing

delays in any decision on computers
in education have affected tha

confidence which schools have in

POLY, and raised some uncertainty

aboul the future of this system.
"We believe New Zealand needs

a national policy for the introduction

of computer-assisted learning to
ensure that the country maintains
its' reputation in the international
league as a provider of quality

education."

Mr Smith said the transfer was in

line with the D.F.C. 's policy of
transferring its equity investments in

the private sector as early as
possible in the development at any
project.

"The D.F.C- has no doubts about
Progeni's commitment to Poly and
its determination to continue the

WOrk already done." he added-
Progeni was set up in 1968, the

first software company in New
Zealand, said Mr P. W. Harpham,
the managing director of thefirm.

Mr Harpham said that Polycorp
had a clear understanding that
Government would support the
local system, whose development it

had encouraged from the outset, by
introducing the system and its

purpose: designed software
throughout secondary schools.

"Despite repeated assurances
that Polywould be adopted because
of its advanced specifications and
proven in-school suitability, there
still has yet to be any move from
Government in this direction."
Mr R. j, Greenbank the new

general manager of Polycorp, says a
new marketing policy has been
adopted. Markets other than
domestic education will be
developed".

"We must look to areas such as
training in industry, word
processing, and other applications
m commerce. Most importantly, we
must pursue international markets."
The drive for overseas markets

has ^egun already and the firm is

very encouraged by the interest

shown by Australian educationists,
Mr Greenbank says,
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COMPUTER BOOKS

COMPUTER BOOKS

BOOKS FOR Businesg

Accountants

SYMX

BASIC FOR BUSINESS
Used for Sales Reports, Financial

Statements, Graphs and Charts -

Depreciation Calculations; Cost
Volume Profit, $25.95
EXECUTIVE PLANNING WITH

BASIC
How to accelerate and improve
decision making and planning

techniqu es. Inventory

Management; Linear

Programming; Critical Path

Analysis PERT $25.95

VISICALC APPLICATIONS
Specific Accounting and
Management Programmes - from
Financial Statements; master
budgets; pricing and investing

strategies. 523.95

TAB
PLAYING THE STOCK &
BOND MARKETS WITH

YOUR PERSONAL"COMPUTER
Practical proven approach to

investing - buy-soll decision

making; stock selection and
market evaluation $19.95

Other Recommended Titles

CP/M handbook $29,95
Introduction to Wordstar 523.95
Introduction to word p/ocessing

$25.95
Microcomputers $23.95

67 Ready to run programs in

BASIC S13.9&

PLEASE SEND ME:
Vout icgulsi li*Mt nPAtflnlter on n*w
compter books.

D Culutuyues o? cuir-ont coiripwtor

bocks wv dJatrfboti over 2O0 titlw.

Name:

Address:,

Books mflv he ordered end
heigh: /package ,ree 'f P*opakl.

Australia & New Zealand Boox
Co. Ply Lid. P.O. Box 33-405.

' Takapuna, Auckland 9, New
,_Zealand. (Phone 444-5346) BITS3
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book reviews

This will

help in

recording
"RahM 8ASIC- English

Dictionary. " Lurry Noonai).

Published by dSlithSum Press,

1$82. Paperback, 150 pages.
$21.95. Reviewed by Gordon
Findfuy.

If you are like me, you wi" Often

have seen programs in magazines
which you would like to use, but
which were written In some dialect

of BASIC which as far as your
machine is concerned may as well

be Sumerian. How many really

great programs have you seen with

those strange graphics characters

for the PET? What about peculiar

commands like PRINT USING?
With this book you can at least work
out what they do, which gives you
some chance of being able to

recode the programs for your
machine.

This is a dictionary, presenting an
alphabetical listing of thousands of

BASIC statements, operators.

commands and special keys, used

by Apple, PET, and TRS-80
computers. With its help you can
translate from one of these dialects

of BASIC to your own system. Of
course, it will only tell you what the

statement does in the original - it

cannot make up for hardware

differences, such as screen formats,
graphics resolution, and memory
size.

Each entry of a keyword,
abbreviation, command or special

key has an explanation of its

meaning, and a description Of its

use in The Applesoft, Apple Integer,

Pet. TRS-80 level 1 and TRS-80
level 2 BASICS.
There are a number of errors,

which is only to be expected in a

book with this amount of detail.

Apple programmers may be
surprised to learn that they have rhe

PRINT AT statement available, and
so will TRS-80 owners who find that

POKE 32763, 1 to 255 will control

the speed of a listing.

There are also a number of

appendices. Appendix A lists ASCII

codes for the three machines, but

sometimes fails to make it clear

which characters are relevant to

each. Appendix B lists the basic

facts about graphics for Raoh

machine • providing layout sheets

for Apple and TRS-80. and a

complete listing of the graphics

characters for TRS-80 and PET. The
printing quality in this appendix is a

little poor - it is hard to distinguish

some of the PET characters clearly.

Appendix D provides full lists of

reserved words for the three

machines, and appendix E is a fairly

elementary description of Boolean

operators, which fails to make it

clear that the numerical values for

TPUE and FALSE are not the same
in all machines.

Layout is adequate, although one
o* two passages become a little

confusing. When using the

dictionary, be sure to check
whether the entry refers to a

command, statement or special key
- for example CLEAR could be any
one of these!

It is tempting to compare this

book with Dr David Lien's "BASIC
Handbook". Lien's book gives

examples from a wider range of

computers, and helps you with the

problem of recording by giving

simple subroutines, but is more
expensive, and docs not include as
much information on graphics,

special keys, and so on.

This book is not perfect, but will

be useful to programmers trying to

cope with programs which need
''translation". It is not cheap -

nearly 15c a page - but what book is

nowadays ["Bits £r Bytes" is the

only bargain in Computing!!. Used
with caution, I can recommend It.

Correction
In a review in the September

issue Of "Bits & Bytes" the price for

"Inventory Management foreman
Computers", by Chuck Atkinson,

was printed as $5.95.

The retail price is in fact S25.95.



In the
classroom
"Microcomputers r'n tire

Oass/oom", by Alan
Maddlson. Hodder &
StQughton. 169 pages. N.Z,
price $ 16.95. Reviewed by /?.

B. Clarke, sen/or master,
Waitakere College.

This book is designed for

teachers. Mo previous knowledge of

computers is necessary. It could be
considered a computer awareness
book for any teacher who wants to
know about this type of resource
and use it in the classroom. Mo
programming skills are taught. It

assumes pre-prepared programs are
available,

The reader is brought to the stage
of being able to consider the
following areas:

(a): Factors that could affect the

decision whether to use a program.
(b): Information thai should be

available to a potential user of a
program: how to assess the quality

of a program; how to assess
whether a program will improve the
education of a class; how to decide
if a program is suitable for

educdtionaT administration; whether
a program will run on the available
computer; whether the
accompanying -documentation is

adequate.
Part one, "Introduction to the

Microcomputer," has chapters on
computer hardware, computer
software, communication with the
user, and computer output.
The author, in the preface states

his aim to be comprehensive and
points out that whole books have
been written on each chapter. I

found these chapters an ea$y-io-

read summary.
A reader without a computer

background may find the computer
jargon a little overwhelming. Each
new word and concept is written in

italics as it is introduced. Teachers
Of computer awareness would find

many of the descriptions used of
value in the classroom.

Part two, "The Microcomputer in

the Classroom.," has chapters on
introducing the computer to the
classroom, the range of uses of
computers, computer aided
instruction, the classroom aid,

randomness, models and
simulations, discovery and

investigative learning, and the
computer afid teaching materials.

Suggestions are made as to how
computers could be used in the
classroom in a wide range of school
subjects.

The author emphasises
throughout that the computer
should be used only if the program
is Of a high standard and "teaches"
in some better way than traditional

techniques.
Part three, "The Microcomputer

in School Administration," has
chapters on the introduction to
principles of data processing, pupil-

bacod syotcms, class oiyaiiisation,

computer-managed learning, and
general information handling,

I am most enthusiastic about the
hook and highly recommend it for

consideration for anyone in

computer education, It is certainly a
must for our staff library.

For a

grounding
in Pascal

"Introduction to Pascaf
including UCSD Pascal " by
Rodney Zaks, Sybex Inc. 420
pages. Price in N.Z. $26.50.

Review/id by Genit Bah/man.

Since the original definition of
Pascal by Nikiaus Wirth in 1970 the
popularity of the language has
exploded. The original conception
of the lengauge was for use as an
education tool. Its two most
-significant features, program
structuring facilities and data
structuring facilities, quickly gave it

much wider application. Because of
its use of an intermediate p code
phase of compilation an additional

bonus became apparent.
Microprocessors wore able to cope
with adaption to p code, which was
relatively low level and thus they
were capable of being programmed
in a high level language. P code
made Pascal readily transportable.
The primitive subset of the language
was clear and machine dependent
extensions were a relatively simple
matter.
These factors have combined to

promote the language beyond the
original parameters conceived by
Wirth. This book provides tutorial

Approach to the language. It clearly

distinguishes between Standard
Pascal and the extensions provided

by_ UCSD Pascal. The usual
limitation of a tutorial text is that

white suitable to a beginner the

experienced Pascal user, who wants
a reference, has to plough through
irrelevencies to get at the specifics

required. A tutorial text is designed
to take you through a linear

progression of material with
exercises to test you on the way.
This book does this. Each chapter
presents the simple ideas at the
beginning and develops the

complexities quietly, A series of
exercises is presented at the end of
the chapter which encourages
practice. Guidelines are clearly

mapped out for the beginner
without being patronising. The
structure of the book was such that
it can cope well with a range of
ability and experience levels.

Returning to the tutorial nature of
the book, it is impcrant to
emphasise, that while designed to

teach the language, it is sufficiently

well organised to make it 3 worth-
while reference once the rudiments
of the language have been
mastered.
An extensive appendix system is

provided with a solid index and clear
table of contents. A surprising

number of programming examples
are provided both in the text of the
chapters and in a separate answer
section - some 60 pages. The
oxamples chosen arc not all trivial

and in themselves identify a number
of useful techniques available in the
language.

This book gives a thorough
grounding in the language.
Obviously there are areas which it

fails to develop as fully as I might
like. Recursion is covered but the
examples are too trivial to underline

the power of this facet of the

language. Nevertheless, this failing

is common to Pascal texts and this

book at least provides more than
simply the factorial example. The
only facet of the text which could
have been developed more fullywas
the area of program development.
There is a need to develop an
appreciation of structured
programming as a design tool. It

could, however, be argued that the
hook was written to teach the
Pascal language and not to teach
programming and that must carry
weight.

In summary, an oxcellent tutorial

text which is sufficiently well
documented to make it a continuing
asset to the Pascal programmer.
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Basic
By GORDON FINDLAY

First, a word lo those who think

this series is too slow. You are well

catered for already in books and
magazines! This series is intended
for those who are just starting to

come to grips with programming -

perhaps on their own computer, or

perhaps in fleeting moments on
somebody elses. It is deliberately at

the lowest common denominator of

BASIC as machine independent as
possible - and I am being very

careful to avoid tricks and devious
programming, in the hope thai good
habits can be fostered!

With these provisos, let's gel on.
The last exciting instalment left you
with a program which primed some
message over and over again, never
stopping. Of course, you can stop
the program from the keyboard, by
pressing BREAK. RESET,
RUN/ STOP, or whatever. But it

would be nice to program the
computer to stop after the message
had been printed a number of times.

Here I run into a problem; I don't
know what sort of a computer you
are using, it could be anything from
a ZX80 to an IBM 370. So I don't
know How many lines of text your
screen can display. RIGHT NOW go
and look that up if you don't already
know It. Also look up the number of

characters (letters and digits} you
can fit on a line . Go on , do it now!
No matter how elementary the

program you were left with last

month, it does demonstrate the first

of what I rather grandiosely call

my Fundamental Rules:

FUNDAMENTAL RULE 1:

Programs work from top to bottom,
unless told otherwise. The "unless
told Otherwise" clause refers to

GOTO statements just now, but will

include other statements later.

To make our program stop, we
heed to count the number of times
the message has been printed and
instruct the computer to stop when
the count reaches, say the number
of lines on the screen. To count, we
need to introduces VARIABLE.

Variables

At a crude level of approximation,

your beloved computer contains a

whole lot of "pigeon holes". Never
miod if the correct phrase is bytes,
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words, bits or whatever - you
needn't worry (for now) what a :

"pigeon hole" is, or how big it is.

Each pigeonhole is big enough to 1

put a number in. And once a
number is in a pigeonhole, it will

stay there until it is removed (or the

power fails!).

For us to use the numbers in the

pigeonholes we have to be able to

refer to them. Each pigeonhole has
a place for a label with its name.
Let's call one of our pigeonholes C.

We can yet at the number in the

pigeonhole just by using its name -

for example,
10 PRINT C

would tell us what was in there (and

it would still be there after we had

looked at it). At present we haven't

put anything in any of the

pigeonholes, so we would probably

get the value out - try it and seel

The names that we put on
pigeonholes are called

IDENTIFIERS, and they must
conform to some rules. It would
obviously be most confusing to

have a pigeonhole called PRINT or

GOTO, Again, the rules for

identifiers vary a littte from machine
to machine - just as American
English and New Zealand English

differ.

RIGHT NOW go and find out
exactly what the rules are for your
machine. Go on, NOW.

Right, you're back. You will have
certafnly found that the names must
start with a letter. Probably they can
continue with a letter or a digit 10-9).

But from there on, the rules differ.

As an example, here are the TRS-80
rules, which are also the same for

the Apple;

The name must start with a lettor,

and contain only letters and digits

(and possibly a dollar sign at the end
for a special purpose). Only the first

two characters of the name count.

The name cannot contain any of the

words which are reserved for

BASIC instructions.

Some examples: BITS is O.K. So
is BYTES. But GORDON isn't - the

word ON means something special

to the machine. Since only the first

two letters count, CHRISTMAS and
CHRYSANTHEMUM refer to the

same pigeonhole - so save yourself

BASIC

No. 2
some typing!

O.k., we can label the

pigeonholes. We even know the

rules for our own machines. How
can we get numbers stored in thern?

In the original BASIC the instruction

used was LFT, lik« this:

10LETC 56
This statemom would put the

number B6 in the pigeonhole
labelled C. If we hadn't used the

name C before in the program, the

computer would automatically find

an empty pigeonhole and label it C
for us before putting 56 in it.

4

Many machines nowadays allow

the word LET to be omitted. The
Sinclair machines, because of their

unusual input routines, still require

it. If "LET" isn't required you will

save a lot of typing by leaving it out,

but you ought to imagine that it is

still there.

The LET statement uses the " = "

sign. The choice of " = " is a little bit

misleading. Look ai these

statements:

10A= 10
2Q3 = 30
30C = A-t- B
The elfect is to put the value 10 in

a pigeonhole labelled "A", the value
30 in B, and to take the two values

found in A and B. add them
together, and put the result in C.

This means that C has the v-alue 40.

I f the program continues



40 A = 65
The C doesn'l change! C still has
the value 40, and mathematically, C
= A t B is no longer true. The- besl

thing is to think of the equals sign as
a storage instruction. Technically it

is called an "assignment operator",

and is sometimes read "becomes"
or "sets"

.

In ass-ignrnent statements you
can use the arithmetic operators we
met lasi time:

+ for addition

-for multiplication
" for multiplication

/ for division

andA for powers (xA2 means x-

squared).
The normal rules apply about the

order operations are done in -

multiplication and divrsion before
addition and subtraction. Brackets
may be used to decide the order
things are done in:

10 C = (10 4- 2W(2*3)
gives C the value 2.

Now it's time for another of the
fundamental rules:

FUNDAMENTAL RULE 2:

Everything you calculate must be
stored, by doing the calculation in

an assignment statement.
Like all rules, this one has an

exception - occasionally you might
do a calculation in a PRINT
statement.
Now, how can we count the

number of times a message is

printed on the screen? Obviously,

before we start tho count is zero.

I

Let's store the count in a pigeonhole
labelled

,J
C". Every time the

message is printed, the count goes
up - by one. This can be
accommodated by the statement:

(LET)C -Chi
All those with mathematical

backgrounds will cringe I Haw can C
bo equal to C t 1? Bus remember,
;tne equals sign doesn't mean that!

The statement above means "work
lout the waJue of C + 1, and store

[that value in the pigeonhole labelled

[C\ The effect then is to replace the
value in C by a new value, which is

[one greater.

Other examples of this sort of
ping:

W - W + 4 increasesW by 4
V=V*2 doubles the value of V
X - X/2t 1 halves the value of

X, then adds one to the result.

Our program Is beginning to take

ape: start count off at zero, and
cry time we print the message,
pcrease it by one: something like

this:

IOC =
20 PRINT "ONCE A JOLLY
SWAGMAN"
30 PRINT "CAMPED BY A BILL-

ABOMG"
40 C - C h 1

50 GOTO 20
(This time, just for a change. I've

printed a two-line message.}

Now let's make it stop. Since the
pigeonhole C has the count in it. we
Can interrogate C using another
important statement: IF,

50IFG<C JO THEN GOTO 20
The IF statement is just about

self-explanatory: if the value found
in C is less than 10, go back to- line

20 tend carry on printing). IF
statements can generally use
several kinds of relations:

J>

(greater than} < (less than) > -
(greater than or equal to; <, =
(less than or equal to) = (equal to)

and^}(not equal to}. Notice that

some of the symbols arc made up
from two keys - because of tho
limited nature of the keyboard.
One important thing - what

happens if the "question" part of
the IF is not true - C is not less than
10? The program 'falls through' to
the next numbered statement. In
this case, we don't want anything in

particular to happen, just to stop the
program. We can use STOP or END
for this,

10 C =
20 PRINT "OMCE A JOLLY

SWAGMAN"
30 PRINT "CAMPED BY A &ILL-

ABONG"
40 C = C + 1

50 IFC ('10THENGOT0 20
60 EMD
An abbreviation of the IF

statement is often met with; either

the GOTO, or the THEM or both
may sometimes be omitted. Check
to see if your machine allows this. J

usually prefer to leave them in to

make programs more readable.

With the statements we have
discussed so far, PRINT, GOTO.
assignments and IF-THEN, it is

possible to do quite a lot of simple
programming. To try yourself out,

here is a program which produces

some output on the screen. Read it,

and try to sort out what! Then try

the program on a machine to check.
Try some similar programs - and
don't be afraid to experiment,

10 S --
1

20 C =

30 PRINT
40 C = C+ 1

50 IFC<STHENGOTQ30
60 S -S - 2
70 IF SO0 THEN GOTO 20
80 S - S-2
90 C =

100 PRINT'*'
1 10 c *• C + 1

120 IF C<STHEN GOTO 100
130 JF S >3 THEN GOTO 80
140 END

Be carefull Make sure you sort out
exactly how many things happen at

oach 3tago,

Next month we will investigate
input and output \\JQ) and how to

handle words a s well as numbers.

EVERYTHING
FOR THE

VIC-20 COMPUTER
""

" •-
'

''^dHfl&ft&

VIC-20 Colour Computer Su'JS

VIC Data Cassette Unit $149

VIC Disk Drive Unti $129S

VIC Dot Matrix Printer $H99

UPGRADES
Memory cartridges, expansion

units, joysticks, light pens, ROM
switchboards, interfaces, books,

etc etc frofti American and

European manufacturers.

SOFTWARE
Over 90 game, educational, utility

and business programmes on lap*

or cartr-idga in stock and mor*

coming 'or this popular conipyler,

Send stamped addressed envelope

for prices and details ol our soft-

ware range etc,

TisccmtEie(^onics Limited
'!#* teiVd * i.no«t Mitio tamtvfesa«
39E-308 CHURCH SI. PJUMERSTOtf NOHiH

TELEPHONE 86-696. P 0. 80X513
Ma cw • visa • i"v'- • « '.•--.-
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An fiBC of computer

complexities
Algorithm: A list of instructions for

carrying out some process step
by step.

Applications program: A program
written to carry out a specific job,
for example an accounting or word
processing program.

BASIC: An acronym for
"Beginners' AlE-purpose

Symbolic Instruction Code." The
most widely-used, and easiest to
learn, high level programming
language (a language with
English-like instructions) for
microcomputers.

Binary: I ne system ot counting in

1's and O's used by all digital

computers, The 1's and O's are
represented in the computer by
electrical pulses, either on or oft

Bit: Binary digit. Each bit represents

a character in a binary number,
that is either a 1 or 0. The number
2 equals TO in binary and is two-
bits.

Boot; To load the operating system
into the computet from a disk or

tape. Usually One of the first steps
in preparing the computer for use.

Buffer: An area of memory used
for temporary storage while
transferring data to or from a
peripheral such as a printer or a

disk drive,

Bug: An error in a program. The
term allegedly arises from an
insect that caused a malfunction
in a pioneer computer.

Byte: Eight bits. A letter or number
is usually represented in a
computer by a series of eight bits
called a byte and the computer
handles these as one unit or
"word".

Character: Letters,
_
numbers,

symbols and punctuation marks

each of which has a specific

meaning in programming

languages.

Chip: Common term for an

integrated circuit etched on a tiny

piece of silicon. A number of

integrated, circuits are used in

computers.
Computer language: Any group

of letters, numbers, symbols and
Page 38

punctuation marks that enable a
user to instruct or communicate
with a computer. See also
Programming languages anu
Machine language.

Courseware: Name for computer
programs used in teaching
applications.

CIVM: A disk operating system
available for microcomputers using
a pariieular microprocessor I that is

the 8080 and 280 based
microcomputers such as the TRS
80 and System 80) . See also Disk
Operating Systems.

Cursor: A mark on a video thai
indicates where the next
character wilf be shown.

Disk: A flat, Gircular magnetic
surface on which trie computer
can store and retrieve data and
programs. A flexible or Floppy
disk, is a single 8 inch or 5% inch
disk of flexible plastic enclosed in

an envelope. A hard disk is actually
an assembly of several discs of
hard plastic material, mounted one
above another on the same
spindle. The Hard disk holds much
more information - up to hundreds
of millions of bytes - while floppy
disks typically hold between
140,000 and three million bytes.

Disk drive: The mechanical device
which rotates the disk and
positions the read/write head so
Information can be retrieved or
sent to the disk by the computer.

Diskette: Another name for a 5/4
inch floppy disk.

Disk Operating System: A set of
programs that operate and control
one or more disk drives. See CP-'M
for One example. Other examples
are TRSDQS ion TRS 80) and
DOS 3.3 (for Apples!.

DOS: See Disk Operating System.
Dump: Popular term for sending
data from a computer to a mass
storage device such as disks or
tape.

Execute: A command thai tells a
computer to carry out a user's

instructions or program.

File: A continuous collection of

characters (or bytes) that the user

considers a unit (for example on

accounts receivable file), stored on
a tape or disk for later use.

Firmware: Programs fixed in a
computer's ROM (Read Only
Memory); as compared to
software, programs held outside

the computer,
Floppy disks: See Disks

Hard disks: See Disks.

Hardware: The computer itself and
peripheral machines for storing,

reading in and printing out
information. The parts of the
computer which you can kick.

High-level Language: Any English
•like language, such as BASIC,
that provides easier use for

untrained programmers. There are
now many such languages and
dialects of the same language (for

example MicroBASIC. PolyBASIC
etc).

Input: Any kind of informalion that

one enters into a computer.
Input device: Any machine that

enters information into a
computer. Usually done through a
typewriter like keyboard.

Interactive: Refers to the

"conversation" or communication
Ijetween a computer and the

operator.

Interface: Any hardware/software
system that links a microcomputer
and any other device.

I/O: Acronym for "input/ output".

K: Represents 1024 bytes. For
example 5K is 5120 bytes 1 5 x 10211

Kilobyte: See K.

Modem: Acronym for "modulator-

demodulator." An instrument that

connects a microcomputer to a
telephone and allows It to

communicate with another
computer over the telephone lines.

Machine language: The binary

code language that a computer
can directly "understand".

(Vtass storage: A place in which

largfe amounts of information are

stored, such as a cassette tape or

lloppydisk.

MB: Represents a million bytes.

Megabyte: See MB



An ABC
Memory: The part ot Me
microcomputer that stores

information and instructions, Each
piece of information or instruction

has a unique location assigned to it

within a memory. There is internal

memory, inside the
microcomputer itsalf, and external
memory stored on a peripheral

device such as disks or tape.

Memory capacity; Amount of

available storage space, in Kbytas.

Menu: A list of options within a
program thai allows tne operator
to choose which pari to interact

with (see Interactive^. The options
are displayed on a screen and the
operator chooses one. Menus
allow user to easily and quickly set

into programs without knowing
any technical methods.

Microcomputer: A small
computer based on a
microprocessor.

Microprocessor: The central

processing unit or "intelligent"

part of a microcomputer. It is

contained on a single chip of

silicon and controls all the

functions and calculations.

Network: An interconnected group
of computers or terminals linked

together for specific

communications.

Output: The information a
computer displays, prints or
transmits after it has processed the

input. See Input and I/O.

Pascal. A htgh-level language that

may eventually rival BASIC in

popularity.

PEEK: A command that examines a

specific memory location and gives
the operator the value there.

Peripherals: Any external input or

output device that communicates
with a microcomputer, for

example disk drives,

Personal computer: a small
computer for one's own use,
whether in the home, school or
business.

foal; Picture element. The point
on a screen in graphics.

POKE: A command that inserts a
value into 3 specific memory
location.

rtnter; Device that prints out

information onto paper.

Program: A set o-r collection of
instructions written m a particular

programming language that

causes a computer to carry out or
execute a given operation.

RAM: Acronym for "random
access memory". Any memory
into which you "read" or call up
data, or "write" or enter
information and instructions.

REM statement: A remark state-
ment in BASIC. It serves as a
memo to programmers, and
plays no part in the running
program.

Resolution: A measure of the
number of points (pixels) on a
computer screen.

ROM: Acronym tor "read only
memory". Any memory in which
information or instructions have
been permanently fixed.

CLflSSIFI€DS

Acorn Atom: 12K RAM, hires

colour, cassette, software, books,
power supply, VHF modurator.

Roger Alteila, Box 8914, Symonds
St, Auckland.

ANYONE out there an expert on
parlour video games? "Bits &
Bytes" is looking for someone who
can keep the rest of us up to date on
them. Drop a line to "Parlour

Video", Bits & Bytes, Box 827,

Chrisichurch.

CALCULATOR users. "Bits &
Bytes" is looking for someone to
write and review calculators,
especially the advanced
programmable types. Write to
"Calculators". Box 827,
Christ/church.

For Sate ZX80 computer, 3K RAM,
p/s, software (on cassette and
SYNC magazines*. $150 o.n.o. P.
Johnson, 669 Pukehina Pde, RD9
TePuke,

FOR SALE: Commodore VIC 20.
Free software, free introductory
lessons, and a free Lions Xmas cake
with every computer purchased.
Only $899. Phono AK 278-3185 for

appointment to view.

SELLING a micro or a peripheral?
"Bits & Bytes" classifieds can help,
and for up to 20 words, they are
free. Write to "Classified", BQX&27,
Christchurch.

Simulation: Creation of a
mathematical model on computers
that reflects a realistic system.

Software: Any programs used to
operate a computer.

StOra-ge: See Mass storage.
System: A collection of hardware
and software where the whole is

greater than the sum of the parts.

Tape: Cassette tape used for the

storage of information and
instruction s i n ot music)

.

VDU: Acronym for "visual display

unit". A device that shows
computer output on a television

screen.

Word: A group of bits that are
processed together by the
computer. Most microcomputers
use eight or 16 bit words.

System 80 32K on board, in built

sound, lots of software, $1020.
monitor $95. phone Wn 269-056

FREEI Classified advertisements are
•free to hobbyists and students and
non-commercial micro users
generally. However, this applies
only to the first 20 words; each
word above 20 costs 20c.
Commercial users' rates on request.

Wanted to buy lor swap) ZX81
software (games)
Write M. Loughnan, Box 492,
Patmerston North or phone §8-481

CALLING ALL

HflND-HCLD

US€RS!

Micros don't finish at those of
desk-top size. "BITS & BYTES" is

interested in hand-held computers,
too.

Wc would lik-e to hear from any
enthusiasts of these mini micros . . .

Sharps, Hewlett-Packard, the brand
is immaterial.

We will

contributions for

for good
publication.
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If you want the latest micro news on
* education v*

business is If you want micro
clubs is

hardware *"

software *>

* games **

* hints is
* help v
competitions v*

.... then tliis is your magazine. There is a smal
subscription charge (to cover postage costs). Jusl
fill out the card enclosed in the magazine or the
coupon below.

No stamp is required if you
write this address on your envelope

Freepost No. 125
Bits &. Bytes
P.O. Box 827
Christchurch

POST YOUR SUBSCRIPTION TODAY!!
rle^&e lick appropriate boxes

IW4E

ADDRESS . ,

School C Arluti

if school name it

I'-orm

please ma:rk which field

interests von

I enclose pnymonl for one par'SSUbscripn'ontn
BitS'&Byl&a AdiillSS n Schuol $G D
Payment
Vissiciircl l_J

Barikcard P

i_

Education
CompelJ ll-mis

Business use
Hobby use
farming
Genei'iil news
Programs
Hintti

n
a
a
\~\

i

c.u-ii holder signature ...,,,.,,..._....

n.iin cartl Bxpjtas

Cheque U Ghequo ,No.

Pqs la I Order IJ Postal iiihi i D
_l



MICRO CLUB CONTACTS
APPLE Users Group: Bruce Given, 12 Irirangi Rd., One Tree Hill, Phone (09)

667-720 m I.

ATARI Microcomputer Users Group: Brian or De-an Yakas, Phone I09)

8363-060 ill).

COMMODORE Users Group: Doug Miller. 18 Weldene Ave. Glenfield,

Phone 1091 444-9617 (h}, 497-081 M.
CP/M Users Group: John Lamb, 11 Martin Ave, Rernuera, AK5, Phone (091

546-192 (h), 771-729 (w).

DREAM 6800 users: Petef Whglan, 22 Kelston St, New Lynn, Auckland.

Phone (091876- 110 Ihl.

KIM users: John Hirst, 1A Northboro Rd, Takapuna, phone 409) 497 852 fh).

LWW users: Ray James, phone f 091 30-839 <w) , 585-587 i h )

.

SORCERER Users Group (NZ); Setwyn Arrow, phone (09l 491 -012(h).
2X80/81 users: Duuy Farmer phone (09) 567-598 (h).

1802 Users Group: Brian Conquer, phone (09)655-984 ihl.

2650 Users Group: Trevor Sheffield, phone TO 676 591 <h).

SYMPOOL INZSYM User Group*; J. Robertson, P.O. Box 580, Manurewa
Phone (09) 266-2188 Ch).

ACES (Auckland Computer Education Society): Rav Clarke, 1 Dundas PI,
Henderson, Auckland, Phone (09) S36-&734 (h).

OSI USERS GROUP (AK) VinceMarrin-Smith, 44 Murdoch Rd, Grey Lynn
Auckland.
NZ TRS 80 USERS GROUP (AUCKLAND): Ola* Skarsholt. 203a Godley Rrt
Titirangi, Phone (09) 81 7-8698 <h),

ATARI 400/800 USER CLUB: Dave Brown, P.O. Box 6053 Hamilton
Phone (071) 54-692 Ihl.

GISBORNE MICROPROCESSOR USERS GROUP: Stuart Mullett-MemcK,
P.O. Pox 486, Gisbome. Phone 88-828.

GISBORNE MICRO COMPUTER GROUP: Ron Taylor, 17 Byron St..

Gisborne. Phone: (0791 81-450 Ihl.

WHANGAREI COMPUTER GROUP: Tom Allan, 3 Maunu Rd, Whangarei.
Phone 83-063 Iwl. Meats every second Wednesday of the month ai
Northland Community College.

TARANAKI MlCROCOtoPOTEfTSOCIETY: P.O. Box 7003, Bell Block, New
Plymouth: Francis Slater. Phone (067I 84-514,

MOTOROLA USER GROUP: Harry Wiggins. (ZL2BFR). P.O. Box 1718,

Palmerston North, Phone (0&3) 82-527 (h).

OSBORNE USER GROUP: Or Jim Baltaxe, iSMatipoSi. Palmerston North,

Phone (063! 64-411,

HAWKES BAY MICROCOMPUTER USERS GROUP: Boh Brady. Pirimai

Pharmacy,. Pirimai Plaza, Napier. Phone (07GI439-01&.

UPPER HUTT COMPUTER CLUB Shane Doyle, IS Holtlsworth Avenue,
Upper Hutt. Phone 278-545. An all-machine club.

SUPER 80 USERS GROUP: Bruce Stevenson, Peanut Computers, 5

Dundee Place, Chartwell, Wellington 4. Phone (04) 791-172.

WELLIMGTON MICROCOMPUTING SOCIETY Inc. P.O. Box 1561,

Wellington. Meetings are held the 2nd Tuesday each month at 7.30 p.m..

Block 2, VICTORIA UNIVERSITY.
CHRISTCHURCH MICROPROCESSOR USERS GROUP: J. D. Mann, 330

Centaurus Rd, Cashmere, Christchurch. Phone (03) 325-652.

CHRISTCHURCH '80 USERS GROUP: David Smith. P.O. Box 4118,

Christchurch, Phone !03i 63-11 1 (h),

CHRISTCHURCH PEGASUS USERS GROUP: Don Smith, 53 Farquhars

Rd, Redwood, Christchurch, Phone (03) 526-994 Ihl. 64-544 (w), 2L3AFP.
CHRISTCHURCH APPLE USERS Group: Paul Neiderer, C/-P.O. Box 1472,

Christchurch, Phone (031 796- 100 {w).

OSI USERS GROUP IChU; Barry Long, 377 Barrington St., Spreydon.

Christchurch. Phone (03) 384-5601 hi.

LEADING EDGE HOME COMPUTER CLUB: Elaine Orr, Leading Edge
Computers, P.O. Box 2260. Duneriin. Phone 1024)55-2681w)

.
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